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PREFACE

One Ahoutd not,, I hdve bet-i totd, begin at papek 04% a tatk

with 4La4mceu. rhete~oke, I 4houd not 4taAxt by 4aying tha

W6i pai'& not a ccwtpu4itnive 4&&vey ol on-going inotmaon

4Attm, 1104 i4 it an evatuation oj att putpoaat,6 6o-t netwo'k de-

uina. I have 6ound tome me%4, howeve% i~n puceding by ezcti-

sin. Tki4 e~tab&A~ lowuing on objee~tveA with the eve,4-p4usent

dangea, o6 couue, that thi bau~. boneA cam be too etuitq seen.

The objective o6 thiA pap#Au i&4 to took at what haA been

done towtvtd bet~diiig eilicient and tiective injovwm~ton Aystem&.

Athough the impetu&60 jothW4 papent d~u jum my deaZ't to unde4-

AcoA4 to p'uopote~ 06 vat injo~maton ne*0o4ks 6o-t .6cience and

tehnotogy, Aome 06 t p'wbtem tAdt peAuitt at the aystems tevel,

PUde We the netWOr~h tevel in6o'OMUton iA d comodito needed by

aLL membeu 06 &ocitty. P.~incipte and toota that aue devetoped

to potew it may atti'natety benehit the houaewzZje a4 uwveU at the

ind&tt'Ja~it, the antitt a6 wet aA the L4entiht, the tdtoot

cd&W 4 e16 N U Othe mia.Uk q commndeA. My bitd's-eye viewing in

this papeA oj a vOaietaj 06 AyAteft 6011 a Va~ti-*J 06 PAWAoei4 4an

attempt to ptedtude paAockidUii among thote who a.'ue and wkU be

boUding the .!,LtcmI and the netwokAb 06 the 6uit.

fkj Sitcoveu the knoweedge and bUitda the tooL4 tadt cta-

piAU~ him into inocengty comptex stateA. These, in &wN, impoac

intueaing demands on W~ inteLtect ad Wi ceativitq. In hia

wov*A on injo-~vtion ptoe"Aing, hie is homing in on method& by which

he "an 6WAthe exptoit the na.&utt and mate'tiaL teou*ceittat hdve

bengiven to hi.

V'ictoWte o6 In 6ova~ution Sciencq.4
AIR FORCE OFFICE OF SCIENTIFI C RESEARCH

M~inton~ViAginiA
June 1966



"HeadOrs. 2nd Division - 2nd Corps
Camp near Falmouth, Va. April 30th 1863

,"Genera,
The present system of Accountability for property is

defective and gives rise to too great a Multiplicity of
papers.

"Every Company in the Service has more or lessL property worn out, which has to be inspected and con
demned by the Division Inspector Gen'l. Under the old
system where the number of companies was small, the
thing was practicable, but now each Brigade in our large
Armies has four or five Regiments and each Division
Three Brigades, making from 125 to 150 Cos. Each Co.
Comd'r must make out triplicate inventories of each
kind of property, so that to get rid of a few worthless
muskets and a few pieces of damaged clothing or Camp
and Garrison Equipage in each Company from 750 to
900 papers must be prepared and examined by the In-
spector Gen'l, who has to make from 250 to 300 sep-
crate (John Gibbon was turned back in his yearling
year at the Point for deficiency in spelling. It is not a
record that he was ever deficient in fighting.) inspec-
tions and this not once a month or once a quarter
but sometimes twice a few days, from the wart of
care and expedience on the part of the Co. Officers,
in not including all the property that needs condemna-
tion. In this way the mere labor or preparing for in-
spection and condemnation becomes interminable, with-
out taking into account the additional invoices and re-
ceipts for property turned in for repairs.

"To remedy this defect, I propose that whenever a
Company Officer has property which he considers worth-
less, he make out invoices of it, which shall be endorsed
by the Regimental Commander or some Offcer ap-
pointed by him, certifying to the condition of the prop-
erty, and then this property be turned over, in the case
of Ordnance, to the Division Ord. Officer. In the case
of Clothing and Camp and Garrison Equipage to the
Brig. Q'r Master's to be by them brought before the
Inp. Genl, for Condemnation, when he has a sufficient
quantity on hand; when the triplicate inventories can
be made out.

"I am General
Very Respectfully Your Ob't Serv't
John Gibbon
Brig. Geni., Comdg. Div.

Armed Forces Management
'ol. 8, no. 3, Dece'nber 1961
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Let's Profit From What We Know

I - INTRODUCTION 2- DEFINITIONS

The information 'roblem has been It is not the intent of this sec-
characterized as a problem of abundance tion to play semantic games, but to
/2/. Aachines can measure and produce characterize several terms that will
more data and men can discover more be used repeatedly in this paper.
variables and objects to measure than These terms too frequently go undis-
eithcr man or machine can cope with. cussed, or are discussed too narrowly.
This paper summarizes some of the attem- (Don Black's delightful spoof, and
pts that have been and are being made thoughtful cowmentary, "'The Designer's
to systematize the behavior of both so Tools," contains a number of remarks
that both can be maximally effective on the flagrant use of terms without
and continue to enlarge their spheres substantive definition in the informa-
of activity. tion systems field. L31).

The abundance of activity and the "Information" is an item in some
demands that systems make for a variety representational form that at least
of talents for a variety of purposes one person wants, wanted, or will want.
have tended to mask commoon problems and The author does not equate information
common phenomena. The hardware design- with knowledge. Knowledge is produced
er, the language designer, the systems through the use of information. Repre-
designer, and the many users too often sentational forms are embodiments of
isolate themselves in the fields of coding schemes that can be recognized
their special skills and fail to re- or perceived by one or more sensors or
late how their specialties should or the human mind. Men and lower animals
could contribute to over-all system have sensory systems, but "sensor" in-
objectives, cludes artificial receivers. Thus,

sounds, printed patterns, pulses, and
This paper, therefore, prelimin- words are all representational forms.

arily reviews systems from a s/stems The coding schemes are languages. In-
engineering viewpoint. Thereafter it formation is time bounded. What may
considers systems that have been and have been information to someone fifty
are being develop-i for particular years ago may never again be infor,-
classes of users -- scientists, mana- tion. This, however, does not affect
gers, persons in industry and commerce, its having been information. The time
the military, and librarians. A dis- factor highlights one aspect of the
cussion follows of proposals for inte- difficulty in trying to provide for
grating systems and establishing in- future information needs. What may be-
formation networks. The paper closes come information is not 100% predict-
with a survey of some of the research, able.
both on-going and needed, to perfect
existing systems and create new ones. The words, "information" and "sys-

tem," each contribute meaning to the
The intent of the paper is to term, "information system." Failure of

show the spectrum of efforts that are information specialists to provide a
natural parts of a whole concerned definitional specification of systems
with information systems. A system concepts is all too prevalent and may
can be as effective as its weakest indicate lack of understanding of them.
component. Analysis and synthesis This understanding is second nstur to
both depend on identification of the systems and industrial engineers and
component as uell as on an understand- operations researchers. A large body
ing of its systemp context, of current, potentially exploitable

literature may well be unintelligible
to thopc having no knowledge of systems

* fundamentals.
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t. INFORMATION SYSTEM NETWORKS.....

The 1966 -ievision.of the McGraw- in at least one report, that the libra-"

Hill Encyclopedia of Science and Tech- rian must retain the responsibility to,
nology contains a brief. well-consider- decide and direct the course of automa-
ed essay on systems engineering. One tion in libraries /5/. The attitude is
finds the followIng de-initions: /4/ not limited to librarians. To what e.

rent does this view fail to recognize
A "system" is a collection of mat- system requirements? The following Mc

ter within prescribed boundaries.. Craw-Hill excerpt gives a glimpse at an
answer:

A "system quantity" or variable
is any characteristic of a system mea- "The design and building of many
surable by an observer stationed out- large systems encompass many fields of
side the system. endeavor, such as the various fields of

engineering and science, mathematics
An "input quantity" is a variable and computation, and the social sciences.

whose value at any instant of time is Hence, specialists in many areas must
determined by events occurring outside be called upon. Perhaps the greatest
the system. responsibility, however, falls upon

those who carry the burden of the de-
An "output quantity" is a variable sign of the over-all system from ini-

whose value at any instant of time is tial conception to a uorking prototype.
determined by events occurring within Such leaders must have broad outlooks.
the boundaries of a system in response While they cannot be specialists in ev-
to changes in input quantities, ery field, they must be able to commu-

nicate with and lead groups of special-
A "constant quantity" is a char- ists and bring the best tools available

acteristic of a system whose value to bear upon the problems which arise
does not change with time over the in large systems."
interval under.observation.

A system is an integration of men,
"Systems engineering" encompasses materials, and equipment. Its construc-

the design, prediction of performance, tion and operation are team efforts.
building, and operation of large and Many different skills may be needed,
c: iplicated combinations' of elements and the control function may shift among
or subsystems. Systems engineering different members of the team during
emphasizes the requisites for optim- the course from design to implementa-
izing performance under changing con- tion. For example, in the survey phase,
ditions of load, environment, and in- a librarian or information specialist
formation inputs. may provide direction'to mathematicians,

These engineers, social scientists, and econ-
These are idealized definitions. omists. In the modeling phase, an in-

For example, the McGraw-Hill article dustrial engineer may guide the work
notes that an Input quantity is, in analysis, flow diagraming, layout pre-
practice, affected by performance of paration, and simulation programming.
the aystem, and output quantities de- In the model manipulation phase, the
ptnd on events occurring outside the information specialist, engineer, math-
system. Idealizations, as most en- ematician-programmer, and economist may
Sineers know, are simplifications to share control. 6/. -Repeatedly empha-

enable model building. Implicit, how- sized in the systems engineering liter-
ever, are both the awareness that a ature is the importance of creative im-
model is an approximation to reality agination in the development of alter-
and that tn approximation may require nate designs and modifications leading
a number of modifications before it to a final selection. There is no room
can be accepted as a description of for not-invented-here thinking in a
an actual situation. systems enterprise.

Th, recurring attitude is stated An "infcrmatioa system," as defin-

* 2



Let's Profit From What We Know

ed by A. F. Moravec, consists of "the the-wisp concept of 'total systems."'
procedures, methodologies, organization, /9/ Several years ago, J. C. R. Lickli-
software, and hardware elements needed der described a "system system," a com-
to insert and retrieve selected data puter-centered meta-system that plans,
ps required for operating and manag- builds, and operates another system /10/.
Ing a company." /7/ In two papers, It is an approach analogous to that used
Moravec discusses two currert, alter- in computer design. The system-system
native concepts for systems de3ign /8/. was proposed to coordinate the functions
The "total systems" approach attempts of the object system and to track parti-
to unite all existing subsystems into cular situations as they arose. Lickli-
a single integrated system. The in- der suggested the moitor since it is
tent is to include data for the needs not usually possible to keep a large,
of all operating and management levels. compLex, dynamic system in operation un-
The "single information flow" appro- der sufficiently close control to permit
ach limits the data base to that essen- experimentation on iL. Licklider views
tial to operations; other data for partitioning as an absolute prerequisite
specific user groups are processed to research on rystems.
outside the system. The total systems
concept is output oriented and pro-
cessing is predominantly of the batch
type. Moravec favors the single in- 3- INFORMATION SYSTEMS FOR SCIENTISTS

formation flow concept as more effi-
cient for management planning. John It is often said that the few sci-
Dearden holds an opposing view based entists who lead their field need no in-
on the state-of-the-art. '"e should formation systems, They belong to invi-
not be sacrificing today the real sible colleges, and communication by cor-
gains from practical computer appli- respondence, telephone, fnd meetings is
caLions for the sake of the will-o'- their information source. On the other

COMMUNICATION & DATA NETWORK -- EXAMPLE
PART/MATERIAL NUMBER - DESCRIPTION - SPECIFICATIONS - PRICE

* b~tAVtAL

P,* 6WR .W

Management Services, ref. 7
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INFORMATION SYSTEM NETWORKS.....

hand, it is said that the scientist is numbers, and words characterizing disci-
drowning in a sea of data, and that in- plines or subjects. These systems vary
creasingly sophisticated automatic me- in size and scope. Among the largest
thods of analysis and vast machine me- in both aspects are the federally spon-
mories are his only salvation. Both .......sored Clearinghouse'for Federal Scien-
of these situations are at least part- tific and Technical Information (Dept.
ly true. It is necessary to distin- of Commerce), the Defense Documentation
guish categories of information, the Center (DDC) (Dept. of Defense), NASA's
nature of the scientific activity, etc. Scientific and Technical Information Fa-
A give acientist, over a period of cility (at Documentation, Inc.), and
time, may be at one or the other end the Atomic Energy Commission's Division

----- of the information-need spectrum. In of Technical Information Extension
an analytic phase, he may require as (DTIE). /18/ Variants of the basic
much data as he can obtain. In a con- configuration pervade government, in-
cept-development phase, a casual re- dustry, and academic institutions.
mark of a colleague may be the neces- They provide similar services -- perio-
:sary and sufficient trigger. dic abstract bulletins announcing newly

processed acquisitions, documents on re-
Conceivably, information systems quest in full size or photoreduced form,

can be established that may be able and bibliographies incorporating retro-
to assist scientists in concept-de- spective search of the collection. Sev-
velopment phases. However, this is eral federal systems recently initiated
not their primary objective now. The user-oriented quick announcement servi-
function of today's information sys- ces. The Clearinghouse's Fast Announce-
tem is to make recorded information ment abstracts accessions deemed note-
readily available in useful formats, worthy in various subject categories,
The information system having more e.g., communications. NASA's Tech Briefs
humanoid research-assistant qualities publicize new products and research re-
is a realistic possibility, but it sults to promote rapid assimilation by
will depend on what its less imagina- industry. The Defense Documentation Cen-
tive predecessors are able to accom- ter Digest discusses and clarifies DDC
plish. procedures and policies and is, in ess-

I1 ence, a folksy newsletter to educate
Estimates have been ma on the and communicate with the user. Several

number of information syste that ex- systems are exploring more personalized
ist in the United States. ese have and substantive selective dissemination
been based on various crite a. Sig- approaches. Smaller systems use the
nificance lies in the size the tal- services of the federal systems and aug-

-ly (400 to 700+). No enume tion of - ment them with internally generated ac-
these is given here; references 11 - cession lists, bibliographies, etc.
17 provide several compilations. Per- The service picture might be bright but
haps as many as 1000 systems have es- for a few system problems, e.g.: (a)
caped surveys because they do not fall acquisition, i.e., getting the documents
within criteria or they have not dis- that belong in the collection when they
closed themselves through publication. are issued; (b) overlap, i.e., establi-
(It is paradoxical that many informa- shing interfaces through which one sys-
tion specialists are among the poor- tem could switch into another to mini-
est communicators, in the author's mize duplication; (c) responsiveness,
experience). i.e., being able to retrieve informa-

tion that is asked for which presupposes
The information systems that are comprehensive, detailed subject classi-

investigated and tabulated most fre- ficatiun, infallible indexing, machines
quently are those that provide access with large storage capacities, and pro-
to document collections through des- grams providing rapid answers to com-
criptive terms. The terms include plex questions; and (d) releasability,
names of authors and originating in- i.e., removing barriers not required by
stitutions, words from titles, series security restrictions to the dissemina-

.4i



Let's Profit From What We Know

tion of documents to those outside par- cific data, and estimates or predictions
ticular groups, e.g., DOD or NASA con- of new data /20a/.
tractors.

Francois Kertesz discusses the
Numeric records have been more characteristics of 16 information cen-

tractable for machine-based systems. ters at the Oak Ridge National Lsboxa-
Illustrative of systems for such data tory /21/. The centers range from the
are those that store and process pro- Nuclear Data Project that began on the
perties of materials under federal and Manhattan Project in Chicago to the Is-
private sponsorship. The Air Force otopes Information Center that is in
Materials Laboratory, for example, the planning phase. Most of the centers
sponsors a Machinability Data Center, are staffed by researchers, are highly
a Ceramics and Graphite Information individualistic, and collaborate with
Center, a Defense Metals Information national and international organizations,
Center, an Electronic Properties In- professional societies, and individuals
formation Ccnter (EPIC), a Mechanical in their spheres of interest. The Nu-
Properties Data Center (MPDC), a Radi- clear Data Project issues Nuclear Data
ation Effects Information Center, and Sheets, Nuclear Theory Index Booklets,
a Thermophysical Properties Research an? Nuclear Data Tables periodically,
Center (TPRC). These are analysis as as-J aims toward 99.5% retrieval /22/.
well as storage centers. EPIC, start- The Radiation Shielding Information Cen-
ed in 1961, has issued over 2000 data ter, that originally relied on informa-
sheets and special teports on 34 ma- tion from the American Nuclear Society,
terials based on a 17,000+ document is now the field's primary information
collection, and offers literature se- source. It issues data compilations,
arches and bibliographic compilations bibliographies, critical reviews, and
on specific materials or specific pr- states-of-the-art. Experience at the
perties of specific materials. Of Battelle Memorial Institute also re-
1000 documents screened, about 100 are flects the advantage of having resear-
selected, and 25 of these are used in chers part time on information center
compiling data sheets. A 500-document staffs. The effect of 5 - 25% partici-
bibliography, arranged by materials pation of about 20 scientists and Pn-
and properties, costs about $15 to gineers in the Radiation Effects Infor-
produce /19/. MPDC, also started in mation Center and 15 - 30% participa-
1961, has a file exceeding 370,000 tion of about 40 specialists in the De-
cards on most static and dynamic me- fense Metals Information Center is the
chanical properties for over 800 me- information feedback, e.g., the report-
tal alloys, and over 20,000 cards for ing of information gaps and significant
reinforced plastics. An inventory items of information, as well as know-
report notifies users of the data av- ledgeable servicing of information re-
ailable. MPDC performed 301 scarches quests /23/.
in 1964. An average search costs $150
and yields about 300 items. Users The most advanced of today's data-
found 50-70% of the data useful /20/. handling networks are serving the mili-
TPRC, founded under the sponsorship tary and allied groups (see Section 6).
of 26 industries and federal agencies Rivaling military requirements, either
in 1957, conducts theoretical and ex- in complexity of the data record or in
perimental research as well as data complexity of the network configuration,
analyses. It issues a Retrieval Guide are those of the biological, behavioral,
to Thermophysical Properties Research and social sciences. A total of 619
Literature and periodically up-dated biomedical computer applications were
loose-leaf Data Books that report most identified by Milton Aronson and Jose-
probable values of a particular pro- phine Martin in 1964 /24/. Many of
perty for a particular substance as these involve the extraction of numer-
of a particular date. TPRC services ic data from physiological records and
U.S. and foreign requests for special the analysis of these, clinical data,
search-s, critical evaluations of spe- and research data. The use of automa-
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INFORMATION SYSTEM NETWORKS .....

tic data handling systems as a means 4 - INFORMATION SYSTEMS FOR
of quality control to minimize errors
in the practice of medicine is the INDUSTRY AND COMMERCE
principle topic of a 1964 issue of
Methods of Information in Medicine
that includes a bibliography on the
topic /25/. C. J. Chung of the Na-
tional Institutes of Health descri- The information processing poten-
bes systems for the genetic analysis tials of computers have and are affec-
of human family and population data ting major changes in systems in in-
/26/. Information systems are also dustry and commerce. This section
being developed for psychiatric /27, gives only a brief indication of the
28/, psychophysiological /29/, and system organizations and operations
human factors /30/ data. Burt Green's that have been realized.
recent book on the role of computers
in the behavioral and social sciences
discusses such applications as stati- Production and inventory control
stical analyses of experimental data, has been a major area of application.
stimulus generation, and the formu- A number of departments in a businesa,
lation and testing of models of neural including purchasing, accounting, pro-
activity, learning, pattern recogni- duction, and marketing, need current
tion, problem solving, and game play- information on different aspects of the
ing /31/. Programs have been written same operations for a variety of analy-
for handling numeric and non-numeric ses and reports. Automation of data
data for plant taxonomists /32/. The processing has allowed more-items of in-
new Drug Literature Program of the formation to be collected, a more timely
National Library of Medicine is ex- understanding of system operations, and
pecte4 to become a central information agreement in reports of different depart-
source. The biomedical and social ments /34/. Novel techniques can often
sciences have the same need as other be developed that further advance parti-
sciences for systems for data acqui- cular operations. For example, at the
sition and reduction, model construc- Cleveland Graphite Bronze Division of
tion and testing, and theory develop- Clevite Corp., a pocket radio scheme for
ment. Additionally, current systems sending trouble alerts and paging fore-
software and hardware offer the oppor- men has been integrated with punched
tunity for integration with the phy- card equipment and a board display that
sical sciences, as in biochemistry, tracks production machines. The cards
biophysics, and biomedical engineer- furnish data to the computer facility

. ing /33/. Conversely, the knowledge for payroll, cost, production, and per-
gained from systems application in formance reports /35/. The Freeman
the study of biological flow and con- Coal Mining Corp., in cooperation with
trol processes should contribute to the Illinois Bell Telephone Co. and the
the design of more advanced systems. Standard Register Co. (a forms designerl

-. uses a procedure that combines continu-
ous business forms, punched paper tape,
and a wire communications network with
one-time data input to satisfy the in-
formation requirements of the shipper,
billing to railroads, sales, accounting,
and the customer /36/.

The new systems of commercial en-
terprises such as banks and insurance
ompanies have influenced business vol-

ume and may enhance flexibility in ex-
ploring new ventures. The John Hancock

Physics Today, March 1966 Mutual Life Insurance Co., whose systens

6



Let's Profit From What We Know

network i described in the April the data store.
1966 issue of Systems, is a case in
point /37/. Hancock was the first Banks have similarly begun to ab-
large insurance company to extensively sorb computers to "process banking,"
automate underwriting. The first sys- rather than paper /38/. They are thin-
tem, installed in 1955, has been ex- king in terms of data networks and data
tended to encompass new policy devel- links, on line and in real time /39/.
opment, policy issuing, billing, post- They are making fundamental system
ing, and claims settlement. The pre- changes through use of such devices as
sent system, using nine computers that the Touch-Tone telephone and universal
work three shifts five days a week, is credit cards /40/. They expect to de-
the result of 130 man-years of effort velop new customer services and antici-
over a 21 year period. Over 1000 po- pate the centralization of customer re-
licies can be underwritten, calculated, cords and the processing of customer
and edited in less than 30 minutcs. inquiries by telephone. Several insti-
The first Hancock system did bread- tutions are studying IBM's PARSAL (Pro-
and-butter tasks such as billing and gram for Allocation of Resources of Sa-
collection. The single source records vings and Loan Associaticns) for invest-
eliminated multiple file searches, en- ment budgeting and forecasting /41/.
abled daily up-dating, and reduced The changes are also introducing new job
lead times for preparing premium no- requirements -- for research, service
tices and other mailings. Subsequent development, programming, statistics,
applications to production and Inven- sales, merchandising, and systems de-
tory control and sales are stated to sign.
be more valuable uses of the machines.
In the sales program, an agent records Systems for scheduling airlines
information on a formatted data sheet traffic are fairly well known. Rail-
that is coded by a clerk. System pro- roads have also produced information
cessing of the record (after keypunch- processing innovations. New York Cen-
Ing and conversion to a tape) yields tral, for example, ha, linked its Car
a printed proposal containing three Tracing Center with its Transportation
suggestiond to meet the customer's Computer Center /42/. Data on movements
needs. Salesmen are enthusiastic since of individual care, that once were bound
they have more time for personal con- in voluminous ledgers, are now manually
tacts. recorded on waybills, transferred to

cards, and transmitted over narrow-band
Forms control can significantly telegraph lines to the Transportation

affect systems operations. At Hancock, Center and to the train's destination
about 5000 numbered forms are managed yard. Inputs from the yards continu-
through a Forms Control unit in the ously up-date the disk-file record on a
Printing and Purchasing Department. car through pickup, drop off, and shun-
The unit works both with methods and ting to sidings. Clerks at the Car
equipment people and with a forms rep- Tracing Center answer about 400 inqui-
resentative or alternate in each de- ries daily from video displays linked
partment. Well maintained, two-way to the computer. Northern Pacific
communication has been essential in handles 20 to 25 high-wide load requests
this network. Effects on business in- daily through automatic comparison of
clude an increase in the company ex- dimensions of the load with outlines of
pense/income ratio (from 12.9 to 13.2% restrictive structures previously com-
from 1964 to 1965) and doubling of the puter stored /43/. Data are tape stored
insurance in force over the last ten on tunnels, railroad and overhead brid-
years. The system itself created the ges, wire crossings, and rock cuts, and
need for new skills, many of which are up-dated as structures are changed.
were taught to those whose work was Southern Railroad's Control and Coordi-
computerized. Plans include record nation Center is consolidating agency
transfer to a random access memory to and yard offices and is developing new
give field offices direct access to procedures for centralized billing,
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and five generation pedigrees are ob-
tainable on request and are used for re-
search purposes.

Since Monsanto tested direct digi-
tal control (DDC) in 1962, DDC has be-
come a "full-fledged, applied control
concept in the process industries" /49/.

Sn"DDC replaces individual analog control-
memo mM lers now in common use on process equip-

ment. Data loggers, explored by indus-
Sta-try ten to fifteen years ago, didn't be-

~ inM ~ ~come popular because benefits didn't
'justify investments ($50,000 to $100,000+)

/50/. The loggers converted process var-
iables to digital form, made rudimentary

t calculations for data conversion and sum-

mation, and recorded via electric type-
writers. DDC uses general-purpose com-
puters with stored programs. Programs

transmitting data to the Interstate are planned for algebraic equations that

Commerce Commission, and analyzing optimize 15 to 20 variables and for op-

traffic operations /44/. Battelle timization through linear programning.

Memorial Institute, under Department Economic justification, however, seems

of Cosmerce sponsorship, is studying dependent on coordinating process con-

the railroad rate problem /45/. Tra- trol with other data manipulation pro-

ffic experts foresee the development cesses such as production planning, sche-

of uniform commodity, geographic, and duling, and customer and production or-

routing codes, a uniform conveyance ders. Much of present-day process con-
code that will identify both the bo,:- trol consists of control of the process
car and its type, and a uniform code machinery because of difficulties in

for tariff rules, measuring process variables and under-
standing process complexities. Even the

Information system concepts have systems in modern integrated steel plants

also been invading the agriculture control comparatively few process vari-
industry. The Saskatchewan Wheat ables. Systems for blast furnaces, for

Pool, a farmer-owned cooperative, example, calculate burden (charge) re-

uses an NCR 315 and two CRAM files quirements (feed-forward control) and

primarily for inventory control, and do data logging and alarm monitoring but
services about 15,000 transactions only a limited amount of feedback con-

daily /46/. The Western Farm Manage- trol. There are no general automatic

sent Co. offers an accounting service feedback systems for the basic oxygen

to farmers and ranchers /47/. Field steelmaking process. Computer-based sy-

auditors periodically collect farm stems are most sophisticated for the

records and provide monthly accounts hot-strip mill that converts slabs to

of revenue and cost on a per-acre finished products at high speeds and
and per-unit basis. The system of narrow variable tolerances /51/. Prob-

the American Hereford Association lem areas outlined in Thomas Stout's

provides three-generation pedigree tutorial on process control seem cau-

certificates for each of the 2000 tionary for systems in general /52/.

calves registered daily. Each cer- They concern:

tificate lists names and registration a) people - adequacy and competence of
numbers of 14 ancestors that is in- the team and degree of management sup-
formation valuable for breeding pur- port
poses /48/. The file contains re-
cords on 13 million Herefords. Four b) project definition - how well are

8
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system objectives and performance capa- Open-Loop Comp~tr System fo Oxygen-Steel-

bilities understood and preplanned? making

c) system concepts - adequacy and real-
Ism of the system design

d) equipment - knowledge of performance
capabilities

The systems have not reduced over-all -- -

manpower requirements. They can, never- -.- * -

theless, be profitable. Their princi-
pal value may be in putting management
in real control of operations. -_

Experience with the new systems
is providing feedback that should aid
future designs. R. W. Parker of Amer-
ican Airlines suggests early design of
utility routines and early concentra- Datamation, ref. 51
tion on how to operate and control the
implemented system /55/. He recommends opinions or authority of the heads of
software for monitoring the computer the organizational units appear essen-
time of each type of transaction and tial to achievs the closer cooperation
the quality of input from field sta- that the systems require.
tions. In a review of numeric control
for directing the operation of mach-
ines and machine systems, Lawrence 5 - INFORMATION SYSTEMS FOR MANAGERS
Williams and C. Brian Williams consi-
der the consequences of these systems
on factory organization, the decision The essential function of manage-
-making process, and occupational ca- ment is decision making. To some extent,
tegories /56/. The systems have inten- any actidity is the result of a decision.
sified interaction between divisions, The distinction applied here assigns to
departments, and units of business or- management a command or control function
ganizations, and have introduced new over significant aspects of the capabi-
decision-making groups. However, they lities of a system through decisions that
introduce a new language and shifts in affect the acquisition and allocation of
control points that create problems human and material resources, scheduling
when personnel view the system as only and the selection of priorities, the re-
introducing new hardware. High capi- placement or termination of processes
tal expenditure demands high operating and procedures, etc. Good management is
performance and imposes pressures for necessary, though not sufficient, for
cooperation and communication that effective operatioi.
must sometimes be forced. The requi-
red skill and technical competence of New information systems may be
operators remain about the same as changing the role of the manager from
with conventional equipment. Most of analyst to synthesizer. The systems
the 33 users and 6 producers of nume- furnish the data, the manager that know-
rically controlled equipment whom the ledge, experience, and creative ability
authors interviewed train or hire Fro- that will enable him and his organiza-
grammers, but programming is often tion "to survive administrative jungle
considered a "dead end" job. Most or- warfare" /57/. A number of tools and
ganizations retrain existing staff for techniques are being developed as man-
maintenance, but some separate the di- agement assistants. Decision tables
agnostic function from the repair and are applicable when decision making in-
service function. Multi-departmental volves a selection of combinations of
committees whose members reflect the conditions that can be reduced to num-

9
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berm, as in economic analyses and the define, program, and test the simulator
scheduling of airline reservations, itself and the effort to establish and
insurance and tax rates, transporta- maintain a fast-response data processing
tion costs, and credit rates /58/. system to test operating conditions /62/.
Several Data Processing Digest papers Sisson cites only one simulator in daily
of Roger Sisson describe other tools, use, that of Hughes Aircraft Co. that
For example, linear programming gives tracks 100 new orders and 1200 job moves
beat operating conditions for specified in less than 40 minutes on an IM 1410
inputs, outputs, and process constrai with a 1301 disk file. About 2000 to
nts /591. Queuing theory, "the scien- 3000 orders move through an average of 7
tific analysis of waiting," gives man- work centers each in the 'Hughes operation
agers insights into how performance during a cycle time of 3 to 4 weeks.
will change as the variables change, Success of the simulator is attributed to
and enable an informed selection of "an excellent data processing system."
alternatives /60/. Limits on the the-
ory, however, do not permit the dern- Tools, however, have little value
vation, for example, of a simple for- in themselves. Richard Kaimann cites a
mula for waiting time and queue length 1964 McKenzie and Co. survey that repor-
distributions; for average waiting ted over 60% of commercial computer in-
times, for number of items in the sys- stallations operating below a self-sus-
tem, or for facility utilization in taining basis /63/.' His implications
this type of complex situacion. For are clear. The impact of modern methods
complex systems, simulation is used to and technology on data processing is
suggest consequences of alternative still not too well understood. Signi-
plans and enable approximations to best ficant as collection and rearrangement
operating conditions /61/. Host alter- of bits may be, cost effectiveness and
natives involve a tradeoff between add- data volume demand systems that can di-
ed costs and added benefits, and pre- gest (correlate, evaluate, etc.) data
diction involves risk. Simulation is and present as output only the bits re-
costly both because of the effort to levant to decision making. The burden

EXAMPLES OF QUEUE PROCESSES

Process Service Facility Items

1. landing aircraft use of runway runway aircraft
2. loading and unloading and docks, cranes ships

unloading ships loading
3. automobile parking parking -land and man automobiles ---

4. taxi loading f entering taxi curb space taxis
entering taxi taxis people

S. clinics medical service doctor patients
6. toll collecting collecting toll toll gate automobiles

(with collector)
--A 7. telephone switch- interconnect lines switch system waiting

ing calls
S. machine main- repair machines maintenance mas broken

tenance machines
9 9. traffic control passing through intersection automobiles

intersection
10. Job shop processing jobs machines Jobs
1. bank floor banking teller customers
12. data processing processing records computer transaction

records
13L. message traffic communicating communication messagso

channel

Data Processing Digest, ref. 60
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Is on management to establish the pro- A program callid PAT (Pricing Automa-
fitability of new methods and opera- tion Techniquey was introduced to pro-
tions, and management is failing to vide financialsummaries that are being
properly exploit electronic data pro- used in writini proposals and determin-
cessing. An Aerospace Industries As- ing group-laboi-load requirements /65/.
sociation-Air Force conference recent- The need for a tradeoff arose in the
ly examined the data management spec- processing of sub-accounts. Though man-
trum from concepts reduced to prac- ual and machine costs for the operation
tice to new frontiers /64/. Major were about theisame (and manual may have
General Goldsworthy, in closing re- been preferred), mechanization was se-
marks, commented that opportunity lected to link'the data with others for
"generally comes disguised as hard combined reports such as summaries by
work." He ascribed to 'he manager a project and by line organization, and
critical role in the fo ecasting pro- for forecasting.
cess that is more than Psubstantia-
ted prophecy. It is based on data, Local, state, and regional govern-
its recording, protection, and preser- ment groups are actively investigating
vation, and on skilled observation, new approaches to management. A number
objective analysis, and know-how com- of projects are reviewed in several is-
ing from experience, as well as imag" sues of the SDC Magazine. The Winter
ination. Kaimann views the manager 1965-1966 issue concerns innovations in
as a "human catalyst who gets prompt the administration as well as the pro-
rusults from creative synthesis of cess of education /66/. The May and Oc-
ideas and his catalytic effect upon tober 1965 issues describe plans for
the tboughts of others." fiscal, law enforcement. and other pub-

lic systems /67, 68/. Facing a popula-
A system at North American's At- tion growth that thteatens to saturate

omics International is in illustra- utilities and resources, Gav. Brown of
tion of management's usepof new tools. California innervated a management-con-

14I

Information Display, Jan/Feb 1965
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tractor team of over 100 scientists, control systems have been suggested for

engineers, and public administrators school boards to handle such informa-

who are designing fact-gathering sys- tion as student populations, teacher

tems to cope with such urbanization qualifications, and facility uses /70/.
problems as air pollution, traffic jams, The Illinois Institute of Technology

juvenile delinquency, and unemploy- experiment with high schools in the Chi-

ment. The design for the New York cago area provides' thought-provoking

State Identification and Intelligence data on the impact of computers on edu-

System (NYSIIS) is the product of fea- cation. Special Saturday and summer

sibility studies begun in 1961 on the sessions started three years ago have

application of electronic data proces- trained about 500 teachers and 5000

sing techniques to the administration students from 200 schools. About 50

of criminal justice. NYSIIS incorpor- schools plan to link to the lIT 360 by

ates the contributions of all affected teletypes. Student graduates have form-

agencies numbering over 3600 in the ed clubs to use the computer for prob-

state. Ao example of the operation of lems in mathematics, business, econom-

a system within.a network is the plan- ics, and other fields /71/.

ned interface between NYSIIS and the
Department of Motor Vehicles system. The Hill-Burton program enacted by

NYSIIS will have access to, but not Congress in 1946 has greatly influenced

duplicate, the Department's motor ye- the development of management informs-

hicle records, except for vehicles sto- tion systems in the medical and health

len or owned by major subjects. NYSIIS fields. The program aims toward optim-

will also not duplicate voluminous re- izing the use and coordination of ser-

ports in individual case jackets but vices, facilities, and resources of hos-

will provide adequate references to pitals and other medical institutions

them. Security precautions preserving /7.2/. Studies sponsored under the pro-

legal, right-to-know, and need-to-know gram are looking to automatic data pro-

restrictiePn and distribution limita- cessing for such operations as the re-

tions imposed by contributing agencies porting and retrieval of patient medi-
are included in the design. Implemen- cal care records; communication among

tation on a "building-block" apprcach various stations in a hospital; collect-
calls for the mechanization of a fin- Ing, retrieving, and interrelating clin-
gerprint file, a personal appearance ical and laboratory research data; de-

file, a fraudulent check file, and a termining staff and material require-
storage and search capability for sum- ments for various hospital functions;
mary criminal histories by the summer and training employee, medical, and su-
of 1967. The New York City goverument pervisory groups. Jordan Baruch recent-

already spends $13 million for 29 com- ly reviewed the design elements for a

puters and an electronic data process- time-shared, computer-based hospital
ing staff of 900. Mayor Costello re- communication network centered on the

cently announced plans for a "total in- patient file record that could satisfy

formation system" /69/. Common opera- information needs for patient care, ad-

tions and information needs such as ministration, and clinical research /73/.

census data, grade reporting, attendan- He is testing these concepts on data

ce accounting, student scheduling, and from several units at the Massachusetts

payroll and encumbrance accounting are General Hospital. The system is expec-

drawing schools into regional ed-ica- ted to be valuable, for example, in an

tional data system networks. The Cal- epidemiological demographic survey of

ifornia Pilot Project in Educational the Preventive Med tine Unit. Data

Data Processing, initiated in 1959, must be assembled x,-n scattered hospi-

showed the economic and quality advan- tal sources to show distribution patterns

tages of such a venture. Plans in Iowa of admissions to various services, the

include use of the data and the loca- nature of the care given, and its re-

tion of computers in schools for edu- sult. These records provide a back-

cational research. Computer-based ground for management decisions on med-
ical care and facilities, as well as

12
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Ing economies in manpower and material
PATIENT REORON allocations and the planning of medical

care and facility construction at local
PM1 IdmeIUIC* ., 3and national levels.

"rt Admissl.o sub-Record 6- INFORMATION SYSTEMS FOR THE MILITARY
i mnT Admistem gei

I Retof edrby... I The military world is a cosmos hav-I ____ _. I ing information needs mirroring those of
boduy Paientn the civilian world plus needs peculiarly

Kmpioymet its owr. The military complex ranges
___Newname Ifrom scientific research units to fac-
[Adr"s j tories, warehouses, hospitals, universi-

Lnedieuici emo ties and training centers, board rooms,
and battle sites. Systems within this
complex not only penetrate the known

Drug ]parts of the universe and push into the
[Doe i unknown, but they also can tolerate
t Frequenc little error. For the output of many
P ice, systems, Zero Defect is not a goal; it

IL"* -_ is the difference between a victory and
Adverse ___m_ a defeat.

C UIW i.m ] The type of network that automatic

Lmbwory Clas Vems data processing puts within realizability
is exemplified by that being developed

obeervgci. .em., 1for the North American Air Defense Com-

I esd Admisslon 5ub-=Reordj mand (NORAD). NORAD's mission is to

Nom-Admilslon Sub-Record give warning of and provide defense ag-fa;.PM cl-P a ss v.., 1ainst aerospace attack of North America.
____-_____________ .The March 1966 issue of the SDC Magszine
[L 1 Iaa describes part of the NORAD structure

/76/. The Combat Operations Center (COG)
Orgsuisiz *(thepsint fi is the focal point for the following in-

formation flow:
Jordan Baruch, ref. 73 [Inputs rrom:

Ballistic Missile Early Warning Sys-
for medical education L74. Erling tem (BMEWS)
Dessau of Denmark noted that few con- SAGE air defense system
sequences can be predicted now for Dew. line
medical data processing /75/. Esti- Bomb alarm system
mates indicate that about 25% of hos- NUDETS system
pital expenses and about 25% of the Space Defense Center
full-time employee workload are con- Back-up Interceptor Control System
suied in information handling. Need (BUIC)
for data exchange among hospitals, NORAD COG operator personnel
rehabilitation clinics, social-medi- O to:
cal institutions, private doctors, trute tom
and national health services add to Strategic Air Command
the volume, complexity, and expense. Joint Chiefs of Staff

Limited experience with automated in- Othtr lateral and higher commands

formation systems raises the hope of Characteristics of the COC system in-
better and more reliable care and clude: an input/output dfita controller
beneficial psychic effects on patients dude ansipt/outpit data tolle
as well as better records for effect-
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language of the COC computer (a Philco and optical equipment. These data ar-
2000/212); a closed-circuit TV network rive via high-speed data links, teletype,
that transmits information external to open and secure telephone circuitry, and
the computer among units in the COC; the U.S. mails. The data are converted
display consoles at comnand party and to a standard format; analyzed to sepa-
battle staff positions that retrieve rate valid observations from noise; cor-
pictorial and tabular data for analy- rected by predictive models that specify
sis and modification; a large (12x16) adjustments for the bias of individual
group display in the command room; and sensors and atmospheric effects on the
a capability of performing equipment orbits of the objects; and stored accor-
checkout maintenance and diaIgnostics ding to a classification scheme. The
without terminating system operations. Space Defense Canter also has a real-

time system that generates BMEWS displays
The Space Defense Center is the in the COC.

central collection, processing, and
communication point for data on all Sharing the Cheyenne Mountain home
man-made objects in orbit in space of NORAD with the Centers will be the
(about 1000 since the Sputnik I laun- terminal points for the NORAD support
ching in 1957). About 300,000 obser- system processing intelligence data and
vations are received monthly from an systems operated by the Air Weather Ser-
extensive sensor network that includes vice and the Defense Communications Ag-
ground-based radars, telemetry stations, ency. The "will be" should be noted.

TACTICAL AIR CONTROL SYSTEM

TAC" AR BSE TAB . OaT.O

TA CTCLUITCMA

OPERATIONS RIEPORTING POT

LSUR UNIT ATR TRAFFI REPTING/

Space/Aeronautics, ref. 78
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The present versions of the COC and Space Progress in electronic technology,
Defense Centers were begun in 1961. The coupled with current experience in lim-
systems for both have progressed through ited warfare and global questions of
preliminary analyses and simulations, strategy, are influencing the design of
the formulation of operational specifi- command and control systems. Tom Chea-
cations, development and testing of corn- tham, Deputy Director of Defense Rese-
puter probrsms, training of personnel, arch and Engineering for tactical war-
and testing and evaluation of implemen- fare programs, views tactical operations
ted system designs. For both Centers, as more complex than strategic opera-
special intensive courses were developed tions and relatively neglected over the
for personnel: for the COC, programmer past decade /77/. Tactical warfare in-
training and human factors courses, and volves close interaction between men
for the Space Defense Center, an orbit and machines and the integration of
analyst course that encompasses astro- ground, sea, and air forces. Tactical
dynamics and theories of satellite de- operations may require many simple, re-
tection, recognition, and tracking. liable systems based on many models,
Both systems will be successors of ex- tailored for specific tasks. The mili-
isting systems. These iterations have tary are now wrestling with such ques-
been instructive, not only toward mission tions as how to match machine capabili-
accomplishment, but toward understanding ty to particular problems, and how far
how best to organize men and machines to automate tactical functions. Frank
for complex communication and problem Leary of Space/Aeronautics recently re-
solving. These systems also suggest new viewed the current state of tactical
capabilities that will be required, both command and control systems /78/. The
of men and machines, for more sophisti- oldest, the Naval Tactical Data System
cated systems. The time factor from in- (NTDS), is a weapons-control system
ception to operation indicates, hrwever, with an integrated data assimilation
the maturation period for large-scale and processing capability. It gathers
systems. information (if properly formatted)

DEFINITIONS OF MILITARY WEAPONS SYSTL'S FUNCTIONS
Some functions that are automated in modern military Commu,,ialiows Data Procent.n-nonnumerical proces-

weapons systems include the following (the definitions sing involving encoding, format changing and buffer-
are typical but not necessarily restrictive): ing at high rates.

Notvsilie--inertial (usually doppler aided) calcula- Reconnaisance Data Redwelio" and Procesi g-simila
tions providing present position and course and time to electronic countermeasures processing in some
to destination with a high degree of accuracy. respects. Involve- encoding, sorting, storage and

rec-ognitiorn of redundant data.
Slabilisatien-momentum dumping or impulse cor-

rections to orient a space vehicle and maintain correct Filk Cowroal-real time calculations to control attitude
orientation with the earth, a star, etc. and aspect of aerospace.vehicle; includes stabilization,

fuel monitoring, cruise control, etc.Tire Seqsering--switching signals generated by a
progran mer purely as a function of accurately Syoahuic Dixpa4y Generaio-logical and numerical
measured elapsed time. processing to display collected or calculated data in

Tresc-Wkik.Sca Radar Data Precesint--corrtlative symbolic form.
processing based on time-position data collected from Pirt Cowrol-general category of weapon control pro-
multiple targets. Involve3 matching new target return cessing including:
data with accumulated track data without ambiguity. (I) threat evaluation and target selection

Ejec*,e,,jc Coun~m,'asv'e: Coa--ollxction and sort- (2) bombing computations (free-fall, glide, or powered,nonballistic bomb or missile)
ing of large quantities of data to measure and define (3) ballistic computations
radar signals. Examination of received data to deter- (4) remote (mid course) guidance computations
mine selection and switching of countermeasure
devices with little or no time delay. Self and Syjti %j Tesling and ChAek Od-logical and

Au~ijamming Radar Data P~ceusing--ollcction and numerical processing to exercise a, monitor responsesAnofmmn Rada Datae asein-cleto ande h fntoig |tecm
processing of data from one or mote radar sources to of the system as well es the functioning of the coi-
determine target range when true target range is puteritself.
norma-v denied by jamming.

Westinghouse Engineer, May 1962
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from all types of sensors, compiles stematized. The "2' function (intelli-
friendly and hostile track data, and gence) is proving eisier to automata
displays complete air, surface, and than "3" (operationi). Operations are
subsurface situations. It matches closely associated with human performance
and cc7relates inputs to determine and decision making,
target probabilities; it performs tar-
get course predictions; and it recom- Today's communications load is twice
mends weapons for particular targets. as heavy on the Arm Strategic Communi-
It uses the input/output versatile- cations Command (ST ATCOM) as it was in
Sperry Rand AN/USQ-20. It can process World War 11; about 60 million messages
up to 40 inputs or outputs simultane- were transmitted in 1965 /79/. The
ously. The Marine Tactical Data Sys--- STRATCOG network extends into more than
tem is related to the NTDS nd the 30 nations and connects with systems of

ial Design P the Department of Defense (DOD), Dept.Navy's Air tTactlcal esin J;em

(ATDS) in function and lang age. MTDS of State, other federal agencies includ-
is concerned only with the air envir- ing Civil Defense, iUTOVON (automatic
onment, and' is more automatic than voice nitwork), AUTODIN (automatic digi-
NTDS and ATDS. Air-control squadrons tal network), and sItellite systems.
in Tacticsl Air Operations Centers AUTODIN has six switching centers in the
(TAOC) of MTDS use 19-in, geographic United States; three others are planned
displays of computer-processed tracks in the U.S., three in Europe, and seven
in decision making. Sector maps can in the Pacific, including Alaska and Pa-
be electronically superimposed on the nama /80/. The DOD expects shortly to
display to aid air traffic management realize limited communications capability
or battle control. The display dis- with the Initial Defense Communications
tinguishes interceptors, close air su- Satellite System. The system has bene-
pport, tracks of friendly vs. hostile fited from NASA and Communications Sat-
vehicles, returns to base, arid fire ellite Corp. experience and will be used
units. TAOCs can operate independent- instead of commercial systems only for
ly or with othe: units of MTDS, NTDS, "unique and vital national security
and other systems. The Air Force dis- needs" /81/. In discussing DOD's deci-
tinguishes command from control sys- sion to proceed with its own system,
tems. The only system labe~ed "tacti- Lt. Gen. Starbird itemizes some of the
cal" is 407L for aircraft ccntrol and stringent factors imposed on military as
warning, direct air support, command distinguished from civilian systems:
communications, and air traffic con- survivability, reliability, flexibility,
trol; the system is partially in being. remote-area mobility, and security.

Cheatham considers target acqui- Varied and numerous records for
sition the most challenging problem the support and accounting of military
for tactical systems. All services, operations led to "compound confusion
for example, need a new kind of air- and inability to provide proper and
borne radar for tracking targets over timely data" because of different sets
land against severe ground clutter, of codes and definitions of terms /82/.
New sensors, however, seem less vital One finding during initial phases of
than being able to derive information DOD's current data ptandardization pro-
from the data that can be obtained, gram was that reconbiliation for data
Vietnam is teaching that systems must interchange or system integration was
be flexible and designed for real tar- impossible in some cases. Standard con-
gets, not generalized average arrays. tract administration procedures, a uni-
Leary notes that "the command decision form pay system, and a National Military
making function remains stubbornly un- Command System are among twelve standard-
machineable; no one wants to automate ization projects begun since Sept. 1964.
that particular human eleme t." Of Geographic names are the first data elt-
the staff functions, "1" (p rsonnel ments to be standardized; they provide
and administration) and "4" (supply a means of interfacing among such DOD
and logistics) are the most highly sy- systems as procurement, supply, and com-
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sand and control. Many data elements controlled tests of users rather than
pervade other federal and some indus- venders; proprietary and classified in-
trial systems. The federal government, formation are not included. Over 170
under Bureau of the Budget guidance, contractors and federal agencies in the
began eight coordinating projects in U.S. and Canada participate. The aver-
1965. Extension to industry is being age contractor is estimated to receive
considered by the Business Equipment 100 times the data he contributes. The
Manufacturers Association through the Defense Atomic Support Agency (DASA)
X.3 committee of the American Stand- plans and coordinates DOD's nuclear we-
ards Association. The data jungle (not apons programs. Its Information and
exclusive to military systems) is appa- Analysis Center (DASIAC) in Santa Bar-
rent from such findings as 77 ways of bara serves the nuclear research field.
expressing calendar date. The Center collects data from nuclear

and non-nuclear tests, and research re-
Many cooperative data storage and ports from agencies within and not di-

retrieval systems exist between the rectly associated with DASA-funded pro-
military, industrial, and scientific grams. It issues a bimonthly abstract
communities. The Interservice Data Ex- journal and a classified quarterly tech-
change Program (IDEP) was chartered in nical journal, The Nuclear Weapons Ef-
July 1959 as a switching center for fects Review, that includes evaluation
test performance data on electronic and state-of-the-art reports and faci-
components of missile and spate systems. lity and Instrumentation surveys. Its
A new charter expands the program to Computer Program Library Services in-
other equipment and systems of inter- cludes fully documented in-house pro-
est to IDEP participating agencies /83/. grams when transfer to users is prac-
The data base emphasizes results of tical /84/. Several DOD-sponsored pro-

TACTICAL COHAND-CONTROL STRUCTURE IN JOINT TASK FORCE OPERATIONS

Space/Aeronautics, ref. 78
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parties data centers were discussed in braries centers on the "cotmputer cata-
Section 3 above. The DOD Scientific, log" in lieu of the card catalog. More-
and Technical Information (STINFO) pro- over, system t'esign and programs can
gram is sponsoring surveys of informa- link main entry data with order, circu-
tion flow patterns as part of an effort lation, accounting, sind other input and
to improve procedures for disseminating handling processes enabling various
information /85/. shelf and book list printouts and stat-

istical and forecast reports limited,
as Hammer observed, only by the data

7 - NFORMATION SYSTEMS FOR aIRRE nd the imagination of the systems de-
LIBRAIES igner and the librarian. On the debit

side are cost effectiveness factors.
- "The use of machines to accomplish -Haummer estimated 20 man-years of key-,-

the work of the university library will punching to convert Purdue's 400,000
be limited to clerical tasks, and a author cards to machine-readable form.
useful criterion to judge the intellec- Libraries that most need automation face
tual quality or professionalism of a the greatest expense and pose the most
position will be its lack of ad3ptabi- complex design problems. Hugc cheap
lity to automation" /8E/. This some- stores affording the rapid random access
whet misleading statement of Donald that libraries require are not yet of f-
Hammer, Purdue University Libraries, the-shelf items. Nevertheless, lower
Introduces a high-density, llh-page keyed systems are feasible a Ind practical
assortment of computer-based ideas for today, and cooperative ventures offer
library operations. Does an intellec- possibilities of achievement a single
tual process cease to be so when it is library could not manage alone. One of
sufficiently understood to become a these could be Library of Congress dis-
computer routine? Nevertheless, the tribution of machine-acceptable catalog
Eammer paper explores the values of au-, card copy that would eliminate most of
tomatic data processing for cataloging, the cataloging in other libraries. An-
serial records, gifts and exchanges, other could be the preparation by publi-
acquisition, circulation, interlibrary shers of punched cards or tapes for at
loan, budgeting and accounting, and least certain parts of text simultaneous
even reference -- i.e., all functions with typesetting for dissemination to
short of detailed subject retrieval and libraries /87/. A third could be a shar-
the handling of technical reports. ing of workload and equipment by groups
Much of the relief from workload in 11- of libraries naturally allied by geogra-
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graphic proximity or mission orienta- The concept of the library as an
tion. information system for a comunity is

gaining proponents and support. Under
Many libraries have already pro- Council on Library Resourceq (CIR) aus-

gressed from thought to action. One pices, the Harvey Mudd College studied
ambitious effort is ONULP, the Ontario the requirements for a machine-based
New Universities Library Project. The regional lib~ary to serve the Claremont
Province of Ontario, Canada, recently Colleges and industry in the physical
established five new universities and sciences, mathematics, and engineering
colleges. In 1963, the Provinc. asked /90/. Hcward County, Md., authorized
the University of Toronto library to a review of library-related prcblems
compile a 3%,00-volume basic college and opportunities posed by the construc-
libraxy collection and c~talogs tor tion of Columbia City, a new approach
these ingtitutions, the first scheduled to urban planning /91/. Robert Hayes
to open in the fall, 1964. Ritvars has proposed a Library Research Insti-
Bregzis viewed the assignment as dual: tute for the Universities of California
the selection, acquisition, and proces- that can spearhead a renaissance in li-
sing of about $35,000 of books monthly, brarianship /92/. The National Science
and the development of a system of ca- Foundation sponsored an Information Dy-
talog production that could accommodate namics investigation of the feasibility
the acquisition rate and keep five sets of establishing a national inventory of
of catalogs updated /88/. The Toronto the world's scientific and technical
library, in cooperation with the univ- serial publications /93/. CLR is fund-
ersity computer center and in consulta- ing a Library of Congress pilot program
tion with Yale, Florida Atlantic, and for distributing library catalog data
other U.S. groups, used this opportun- in machine-readable form /94/ and a Mi-
ity to examine the general problem of chigan State inquiry into costs for
automated bibliographic control. The converting existing records and automa-
result is an IBM 7094 program that gen- ting library procedures /95/. CLR has
erates shelf-list cards, author-title also given a grant to the New York Me-
and subject book catalogs, and other tropolitan Reference and Research Libra-
bibliographically controlled reports. ry Agency to determine means of coordi-
The author-title catalog contains main nating reference and research library
entry records, added entry records, and services in the New York metropolitan
references to the entries of these re- area /96/. These activities will in-
cords. The subject catalog contains troduce change that may or may not be
only subject entry records and refer- gradual. As Dorald Hamer remarked,
ences. The main entry record is in "when the decision is made to automate
full catalog form; added entries and a library fully, the end of many old
subject entries are abbreviated auto- and familiar 'Institutions' appears in
matically. Each entry notes the libra- sight. 'Sentimentalists' will soon la-
ry locations of the item /89/. Toronto ment the passing of the circulation
plans to use the record for current aw- file, the card catalog, the periodical
areness services, checking acquisition check-in file or the central serials
requests, and statistical and inventory file, the outstanding order file, and
control including the forecasting of the daily posting of accounts, among
physical growth. The staff adjusted other things." Change affects techni-
rapidly to the new procedures and pro- cal processes, but it also alters ser-
ducts. The abbreviation program indi- vices, communication patterns, and ma-
cates the feasibility of automated ed- nagement and administrative structures.
iting of records of other systems to Change may bring loss, but it also cre-
a desired format. Bregzis observed ates an opportunity for gain. Realiza-
that the display of entries in book tion of gain depends on th# willingness
form tends to reduce the distinction of those affected to learn and to adapt,
between main and secondary entries, and on their resourcefulness.
The main restriction is the common one
of limited subject access.
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8-PROPOSALS FOR NETWORKS private groups and non-profit organiza-
tions In the U.S. and abroad /100/.

The current wave of federal govern- Tht. COSATI report relies on twelve
ment concern with dissemination of sci- "basic assumptions," the most salient
entific and technical information dates of which concern the extent of federal
back at least to Executive Order 9912 government responsibility far S & T
of December 24, 1947, that established information. COSATI's recommendations
the Interdepartmental Co mittee on Sci- rest on the assumptions that:-(a) the
entific Research and Development (ICSRD). government should ensure the existence
Although the ICSRD primarily considered of an accessilble copy of each signifi-
problems of recruitment and retention cant publication of the world-wide S &
of qualified scientific and technical T literature in the U.S., "accessible"
personnel, the Subcommittee on Scien- and "significant" being thereafter de-
tific Information, the Subcommittee on fined; (b) the government should ensure
Foreign Scientific Information, and the acquisition, processing, and dissem-
others studied the same questions that ination of such publications to quali-
are still being asked about "the infor- fied individuals and organizations in
mation problem." Its successor, the the U.S., "qualified" being thereafter
Federal Council for Science and Techno- defined; and (c) the government should
logy (FCST), was recommended by the ensure the integration of nongovernment
President's Science Advisory Committee portions of a national system with the
(PSAC) as a forum foe policy-level sci- national portion. The COSATI report
entific administrators within the gov- echoes the Crawford reconiendation that
ernment. President Kennedy's Reorgani- central planning and policy authority
zation Plan No. 2 created the Office of be assigned to the OST; that OST ini-
Science and Technology (OST) in May, tiate and guide a program of cystem
1962. The first director, Dr. Jerome design in collaboration with all organ-
Wiesner, also was the chairman of PSAC izations involved in S & T; and that
and FCST. The Committee on Scientific COSATI begin to study procedures for
and Technical Information (COSATI) was standardizing document processing,
constituted in 1963 based on a Task analyzing costs, education and train-
Force study (the "Crawford Report") for ing, and acquisition, translation, and
Dr. Wiesner /97/. COSATI has been an dissemination of foreign documents.
interagency advisory committee, not the COSATI's proposed charter for a Task
central authority the Crawford Report Group on National System(s) For Scien-
envisioned. Wiesner as PSAC chairman tific and Technical Information would
also comnissioned a panel (the "Wein- empower the Group to inventory and ev-
berg Panel") that examined the respon- aluate resources (men, systems, and
sibilities of the government and the machines) and user needs, and suggest
technical community in the transfer of system implementations to government
information /98/. At the request of and private organizations. Over 500
Dr. Donald Bornig, Wiesner's successor, pages of a two-volume backup compiled
an ad hoc task group of COSATI recent- by the System Development Corp. review
ly completed a comprehensive investiga- present document handling systems in
tion of requirements for a national- terms of the organizations involved
scale network of information systems and document flow. The backup also
/ 99/. This year, the National Academy analyzes the following alternatives
of Sciences and the National Academy for a national-scale system:
of Engineering jointly formed a Commi-
ttee on Scientific and Technical Com- A - An S & T Information Bureau within
minication at NSF's request. Under the executive branch having over-all
the chairmanship of Dr. Robert Cairns directive and review authority (i.e.,
with Dr. F. 3. Weyl as executive sec- the "Capping Agency), including the
retary, fourteen leaders in academic authority, in consultation with affec-
and industrial research will review ted federal agencies, to delegate to
information activities and polifcies of federal and non-federal agencies (i.e.,
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the "Responsible Agents) responsibility fer process, such as retrieval, are
over particular subject fields, strongly affected by the attitudes and

practices of the originators of scien-
B - Centralization in one federal or tific information. The working scien-
private organization of all operating tist must therefore share many of the
responsibilities, burdens that have traditionally been

carried by the professional documenta-
C - A National Library Administration list. The technical community gener-
that would amalgamate the major federal ally must devote a larger share than
libraries, including the Library of Con- heretofore of its time and resources
gress, possibly partially through en- to the discriminating management of the
largement of the responsibilities of LC. ever-increasing technical record. Doing

less will lead to fragmented and inef-
D - Slow evolution of the existing sys- fective science and technology.
tem with the establishment of small
guiding groups in each agency for coor- "Since strong science and technology is
dination. a national necessity, and adequate com-

munication is a prerequisite for strong
SDC favors the first alternative, science and technology, the health of

the technical comunication system must
The Licklider Panel, reporting to be a concern of Government.

Dr. Hornig in 1965, noted that "it is
not the time, yet, to design a national "The Government's concern with techni-
system for scientific and technical co- cal communication is complicated by the
munication. It is the time to start impact of modern science and technology
developing an over-all conceptual frame- on national defense. This Panel has
work for a national system; a plan to not analyzed in detail these difficult
guide research and development. More- problems of secrecy and classification;
over, it is time to build experimental they may well bear further thought and
or exploratory systems capable of han- analysis by another group." /102/
dling actual problems and perhaps of
growing or evolving into operational Under Recommendations to Government A-
systems." COSATI endorses this view gencies, the Weinberg report continues:
and appears to suggest its implementa-
tion through the proposed Task Group. "We preface our recommendations to the

Federal agencies with the statement
For its breadth of scope and cla- that Government information activities

rity of presentation, the pocketbook- must not be allowed to swamp non-Govern-
size, 52-page Weinberg report remains ment activities. The special sensiti-
the most enlightened blueprint known to vity of non-Government, decentralized

this author on information systems for information services to the needs of
S & T. The following is excerpted from the user as well as the varie.y of ap-
its Summary and Major Recommendations: proaches offered by these services is

precious and must be preserved. Sup-
'"Transfer of information is an insepara- port by Government does not necessarily
ble part of research and development, mean domination by Government but this
All those concerned with research and danger must always be guarded against.
development - individual scientists and
engineers, industrial and academic re- "l. Each Federal agency concerned with
search establishments, technical socie- science and technology must accept its
ties, Government agencies - must accept responsibility for information activi-
responsibility for the transfer of in- ties in fields that are relevant to its
formation in the same degree and spivit mission. Each agency must devote an
that they accept responsibility for re- appreciable fraction of its talent and
search and development itself, other resources to support of informa-

tion activities."
'"The later steps in the information trans-
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Finally, under Uniformity and Compati- the poorly shaped information systems
bility, the Weinberg report states: of the past two decades to repetitive

abortive phenomena?, How many systems
"Since the entire information system are planned, how many ad hoc? Is it
is a network of separate subsystems, the fault of the system or the environ-
rapid and efficient switching between ment in which it was born or not permi-
the different elements of the system tted to grow that a system cannot res-
is essential." pond meaningfully to its interrogators?

Does one admonish the product, or the
The rest appears to this author to be producer?
implem-entation.

H. F. Mitchell looked at the future
Does the circular flurry of acti- of the computer in early 1965. He fore-

vity with respect to scientific and saw a remote on-line facility costing
technical information suggest something less than $100,000 (a $30,000 computer,
amiss? Is the problem with scientific a $1000 cathode-ray-tube console, and a
and technical information different $40,000 disk file) and time-sharing
from that for other types of informa- costing as little as telephone service
tion? Where is the crux of the inade- by 1970 /102/. He did not belittle the
quacy that manifests itself in contin- electronic and communications problems
uous investigation with little imple- to be solved, but he noted, as essential
mentation of recomnendations? Is the ingredients, "the pioneering spirit (or
information problem real? Are nation- willingness to experiment) of the mana-
al information networks wanted by users ger, and the willingness of the scienti-
rather than by investigating committees? fic, engineering, military and business
What efforts have existing document users to serve as the guinea pigs of
systems made toward information control progress." If the computer is, as Mit-
rather than bibliographic control? chell characterized it, an adjunct to
What has been the effect of such effo- the main objective of information pro-
rts on users? cessing, and much of the equipment is

on the shelf now, where are the infor-
A system represents a merger of mation processing pioneers? Do infor-

two structures: that for the data base mation system designers in science and
and that for the tools and equipment, technology, and possibly managers and
Procedures are the glue -- procedures investigating groups, subscribe to the
that specify how the equipment is to belief, expoundsd in the popular press,
operate in accordance with procedures that automatic information handling de-
for manipulating the data. The whole pends on computers? /103/ Non-library
is more than the sum of its parts, in- trained documentalists invaded the li-
sofar as the parts, individually, are brarians' territory with systems depart- -
inert, needing each other to reach a ing from rules for cataloging and index-
nascent state. How closely related are ing, the invasion succeeding almost by

default, because librarians would
not, or could not, process the
report literature. Computer and
programming-language trained sci-

_2, N entists are similarly beginning
-!/ to replace documentalists, as the

latter fail to exploit the tools
being made available to them.
The systems described in the
foregoing sections disclose a
new pattern of cooperation be-
tween groups having particular
information problems and compu-
ter people leading to procedures

The Village Voice, May 16, 1963 that merge data base with equip-
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ment into a dynamic entity. Documenta- group for planning and experimentation?
lists and librarians could bring valu-
able knowledge of classification, in- Indeed, the sections above do not
dexing, and methodology to such team begin to exhaust the accou.t of ,etwork
efforts, but the teams can fill the planning and implementation groups
gaps if necessary. Similarly, while whose experiences the Task Group could
investigations of network feasibility already exploit. The American Insti-
continue, networks are being built, tute of Physics (AlP), publisher of ab-
again by user groups. This activity out one third of the world's journal
has not solved the scientific and tech- literature in physics, has, for example,

nical information problem, nor does it been considering its responsibilities
relieve the need for networks to link both to physicists and scientists in
and maximally exploit the systems or neighboring fields, at the national and
a fact-seeking and advisory Task Group international levels. Officers of the
such as COSATI recommends. AIP view systems for past literature as

important but less so than current aw-
The COSATI report seems primarily areness ser)ices enabling selective di-

valuable for the impetus it gives to ssemination of individual papers to in-
think about what could be done to im- dividual physicists /104/. AIP cooper-
prove information handling. However, ates with the British in the production
collection of all of the world's "sig- in London of Physics Abstracts and the

nificant" literature at this time new Current Papers in Physics. The AIP
would be a heavy burden on systems al- is organizing an ad hoc group to examine
ready overloaded. The strength in the such question as how to cope with trends
COSATI recommendation lies In the pos- in physics toward specialization, how
sibility of integrating and providing new information systems will affect phy-
leadership for the inventorying and sicists' conmunication patterns, how in-
evaluating of facilities, personnel, dividuals can acquire information, how
equipment, services, user needs, and systems can purge themselves of obsolete
financing of systems that are now dis- information, whether abstract .ournals
joint, sporadic, and less effective _

than they could be. The Task Group
could be both a fact-seeking and eval-
uating unit and a central source and
consultative body to give guidance and
advice, on its own motion and on re-
quest, to all concerned with informa-
tion handling problems. Such a group
would not need "Capping Agency" auth-
ority, at least initially, principal-
ly because it could not use it until
it had enough knowledge to exercise
it. It is also probably a truism that
the expert need not seek authority; it
finds him. Earlier reconendations
probably suffered from incomplete im-
plementation. The fine question is,
what will be the fate of COSATI's?
Words are not only drowning the infor-
mation in scientific and technical re-
ports; they seem also in danger of ob- ,
scuring information about information

and of burying the urgency for action
under complaisant verbosity. Have not MESSAGE- SWTCHING
sufficient investigative guidelines SYSTEM
been defined to a pioneering manager to
warrant the next step -- convening a Harvard Business Review, ref. 109
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should be continued, etc. The National 9-RESEARCH FOR INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Standard Reference Data System (NSRDS)
program, established by the OST in 1963
and administered by the National Bureau Research potentially relevant to
of Standards, aims toward coordinating future information systems ranges from
and integrating existiig data evaluat- studies of methids for classifying And
ion and compilation activitle3. The organizing data to designs for machines
Bureau'3 NSRD Center encourages the op- capable of self-generated synthesis and
erttion of independent critical data creativity to the development of new
projects LL05/. Systematization, how-. fundamentals in mathematics and logic
ever, should promote s~'ndardization /110, 111/. Research may alter concepts
and broad dissemination of the outputs of how information can be characterized
of the various centers and should dis- or what information may consist of.
close gaps and areas that need to be This section is not, however, addressed
expanded. The Engineers Joint Council primarily to basic research, but to the
(LJC) and the DOD have launched a joint products of basic and applied research
program for a mutually compatible vo- and egineering that can be tested or
cabulary. The EJC has been working to- exploited by the pioneers. The products
ward a United Engineering Information are categorized as planF, programs, and
System since 1962 /106/. The Fund for hardware, with broadly overlapping in-
the Advancement of Education, through terfaces.
the Association for Educational Data
Systems, began last year to develop a - Plans and Surveys
national center to provide educational
data processing services to the na- Progress is slow with respect to
tion's schools /107/. The City Uni- the development of useful new ideas for
versity of New York's experiments with classifying and coding data, methods of
URBANDOC represent the Urban Renewal extracting information from noise, and
Administration's interest in a naLion- services that meet user requests and
al information service for urban re- needs. Toward understanding how to make
newal, planning, and related fields systems serving science and technology
/108/. Extra-organizational sy3tems, more effective, one approach has been to
i.e., systems that cross company boun- evaluate search procedures, relevance of
darries, are also being explored /109/. retrieval, etc. /112 - 118/. A prelimi-
The more sensitive these systems are nary goal to evaluation, establishing

to special-interest groups, the more criteria for evaluation and test methods,
remote they may be to integration in has frequently been the stumbling block
a single network. Science and techno- to further effort /119/. Francois Ker-
logy may well develop bases for compa- tesz sees no possibility of formulating
tibility and switching in the fashion a single set of measures, insofar as me-

9 of military information networks. The thods used in operating information sy-
potentials of time sharing, informa- stems vary and their scopes, and purposes
tion utility, and computer network vary /120/. He stresses an advertising
schemes appear to obviate the need for campaign, i.e., educating and informing
a single structure, potential users of existing services.

Alan Rees, who finds merit in relevance
assessment, is attempting by simulation
to recreate the research environment of

4-: a completed project and measure intel-
lectual process by hindsight, interviews,

and critical reviews of "relevance jud-
ges" /121/. .William Goffman applied de-
terministic and stochastic models of ep-
idemic processes to information trans-

mission that enable realistic questions
to be asked basic to the design and ope-
ration of retrieval systems /122/. Such
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questions include: where and when does the media never used them /126/. Inter-
activity in a discipline grow to epi- views disclosed a preference for expan-
demic proportions; what is the expec- ding such sources as Physics' Abstracts
ted duration; what is the intensity; and keeping them current rather than
what are the "initial infectives," i. beginning new services; some interview-
e., the papers that start the out- ees characterized the products of in-
break. formation services as an "indigestible

avalanche of mediocre information."
A second approach in the science The conmunity is apparently an "invisi-

and technology area has been to quali- ble college" that takes care of its own
tatively survey users. Richard Rosen- needs. Analogously, members of the New
bloom and Francis Wolek sampled 2177 York State Section of the American Phy-
scientists and engineers, primarily pical Society have been keeping them-
engaged in development or design in selves informed through semiannual tu-
several corporations. They found that torial symposia on topics of their own
oral communication accounted for 55% choosing /127/. Among scientists hay-
of information transmission, books and ing access to electronic data process-
journals another 25%. Over 30. of in- ing, pattern of use differ. Robert
formation useful to individuals had Spinrad of the Brookhaven National Lab-
been volunteered to them by others oratory found that younger colleagues,
/123/. The pattern found by Rosenbl- and those in the physical as distingui-
oom and Wolek, that scientists had shed from the biomedical sciences., were
more personal contacts outside the cor- the heaviest users of computers /128/.
poration, was also observed by Nelson Two conents of respondents may span
and Hodge at the Army Biological Lab- the concerns of scientists:
oratories /124/. The ABL respondents,
as a group, exhibited a curious lack "The greatest danger in the future is
of awareness of an outside world (in- increased indulgence in numerology,
formation services, jcurnals, etc.), that is, calculating something not be-
perhaps because of internal security cause of fundamental interest, but mere-
restrictions. One respondent's com- ly because it can be calculated."
ments raises questions about the en- and
vironment: N "What is needed among physical scienti-

"Cosmunicatior!himplies a willingness sts is an awareness of what computers

to give of one's own knowledge, opin- can do. ... I would personally never

ions, and attitude. This can be achi- touch the computer if competent people

eyed only in ai atmosphere of mutual were available to do all the necessary

respect, trust',! and cooperation." liaison work."

Gerald Jahoda's preliminary survey of A sophisticated user, Frank Cooper of

75 graduate school faculty members at Haskins Labs., described his problem

Florida State disclosed that 46 main- solving as with, but not by, the com-

tain personal indexes, 60% of the puter:

files contained 2GO0 or fewer documents,
and 80% of the indexes were updated at
least weekly /125/. How information processing our data, rather than the

specialists can interface with resea- fully automated way of feeding it di-

rchers is part of Jahoda's study. In rectly into a computer, for two prin-

the specialized world of atomic and cipal reasons: one was that we did not

molecular physics, Feinler and others want to let questionable items get into

found that about 14% of 350 scientists the averages, and the other was that we

did not know of the existence of such wanted freedom to work with the data

information centevs as DDC, and about before averaging.... In short, we wan-

10% were unfamiliar with such secon- ted the computer to help us, but rot to

dary sources as NASA's bulletin, STAR, run the show." /129/

but 30 to 50% who apparently know of
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A third approach has been to try computer-based information systems /134/.
to determine what people will pay, in The guide emphasizes the computer pro-
time or money, for information, and gram portion of the systems. Two Auer-
how much information they need to make bach Corp. reports are tutorial. Larry
a decision /130/. Paisley and Parker Berul's state-of-the-art discusses basic
examined information storage and re- information storage and retrieval con-
trieval systems as receiver-controlled cepts and systems functions and relates
systems for the communication of in- these to hardware implications, soft-
formation through space and time /131/. ware programs, and potential products
They raise distinctions among people'si and services of systems /135/. The
"association maps" and note the anoma- second furnishes guidelines for evalu-
lous phenomenon that the greater the ating the performance effectiveness of
receiver's familiarity with the uni- , a computer installation based on char-
verse of messages, the less he can acteristics of the hardware, the soft-
learn from the source. They suggest ware, hardware-software interaction,
that user satisfaction is a behavior- and the problem tasks /136/. Stepwise
al criterion rather than a structural multiple regression is used to deter-
one, and that behavioral research can mine the relative significance of the
furnish guides to such types of' in- various elements. Robert Shapiro's
formation need as "brushing up," i.e., use of Anatol Holt's Mem Theory to an-
bringing the scientist up-to-date on alyze several retrieval systems has
an area; "certifying," i.e., establi- provided insights for several modifi-
shing reliability of an information cations /137/. For example, viewing a
source; redirecting or broadening a file as a repeating group whose name
scientist's field of vision; and "lo- gives the structural information for
cating," i.e., helping a scientist everything "under" it suggests the po-
assess a topic in the research market. ssibility of file structure organiza-
The Intrex program at the Massachu- tions that don't resemble the physical
setts Inctitute of Technology, a plan- equivalent of file cabinets. Stoller
ned coordinated series of information of the Rand Corp. has applied several
transfer experiments leading to new widely used concepts of industrial ca-
concepts in information service, in- pacity to an analysis of the perfor-
cludes the study of teaching and lea- mance of logistics systems /138/. An-
rning processes in on-line interactive drew Clark of Rand studied means of re-
computer contexts as well as the study ducing the cost and effort of implemen-
of more traditional library operations ting research results in operational
/132/. inventory management systems /139/.

He suggests a library for computer sub-
Studies more directly concerned routines representing decision models

with introducing computers into in- and techniques of practical signifi-
foumation systems are yielding methods cance that could be used as an inter-
of coping with file organization, pro- face between researchers and implemen-
grams and programmning languages, and ters.
measures of computer effectiveness.
Fossum and Kaskey found, for example,
that a postulated reduction in lists b - Programs
traversing a given document cannot be
realized for the types of retrieval The term "program" refers generi-
required by systems such as DDC's cally here both to the languages and
/133/. They suggest use of separate the procedures for the computer proces-
inverted and document-sequenced files sing of information, and to the system
when inverted files alone don't suf- operations the procedures implement.
fice. The System Development Corp. The programs are approaches either to
recently issued a planning guide for the manipulation of non-numeric infor-
the Naval Command Systems Support Ac- mation or to methods of applying soft-
tivity that applies systems engineer- ware or hardware to industrial or mi-
ing procedures to the development of litary systems.
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Reports of Russell Kirsch, Mary vices that enable direct communication
Stevens, and Jenn Sammet are states- with a computer has intensified work on
of-the-art in several program areas, languages that non-programmer scientists,
Kirsch suggests procedures for system- managers, and the military can use in
atically studying problems in informa- on-line problem solving. The direction
tion retrieval based on procedures that is toward natural language structures
have been examined in automata theory. with restricted vocabularies. Languages
For example, sequential search through for particular purposes frequently in-
an information collection might not corporate the special terminologies of
disclose the relevance of an item un- the subject fields. The Computer Asso-
til a subsequent one i found that re- ciates report describes features of the
lates back to the first. The counter- Culler-Fried and JOSS systems for sol-
part in computability .heory is a the- ving mathematical representations of
orem that no decision procedure for scientific and engineering problems;
membership exists for sets that are SKETCHPAD that initiated man/machine
recursively enumerable but nct recur- interaction via cathode-ray-tube dis-
sive. Kirsch suggests a counterpart plays and light pens; and BASEBALL and
to use of the Kleene-Mostowski hier- DEACON that enable constrained English
archy theorem to find questions answ- language conversation. The National
erable by increasingly complex classes Bureau of Standards' OMNITAB is claimed
of machines, in the development of a to be a general-purpose program for
priori measures of the complexity of statistical and numeric analysis and
search prescriptions /140/. Stevens for a wide variety of computations in
surveyed automatic indexing systems, applied mathematics, science, and en-
i.e., systems that use machines either gineering /144/. It responds to simple
to compile or generate indexes. She English language instructions. IBM's
reviews experiments on automatic as- QUICKTRAN has become popular in indus-
signment indexing, automatic classi- try. Monsanto, for example, has been
fication, computer use of thesauri, testing it as a collateral device for
statistical association techniques, supplying data during on-going research,
and linguistic data processing. Over as a debugging facility, as an aid to
40 routines were found for keyword- simulation, and as a means of keeping
in-context indexing and variants of engineers updated to new techniques
keyword permutations. However, Ste- /145/. AESOP, a Mitre Corp. prototype
vens views the evidence she expertly
assembled as leaving the question
moot to the possibility of automatic
indexing in the sense of machine sub-
stitution for the human "to identify,
categorize, classify, index, select,
and list particular items in a collec-
tion of items" /141/. Sammet concen-
trates primarily on the characteris-
tics of programs that have been writ- . \ jU, .

ten to manipulate formal mathematical .
expressions. Her comments on theorem
proving procedures and list and string
processing are brief /142/.

Computer Associates classified
software systems in six categories:
general-purpose programming and exec-
utive systems, functional systems,
man-machine interface systems, speci-
al-purpose systems, time-sharing sys-
tems, and generalized data-management
systems /143/. The availability of de- Data Processing Maazine, r-f. 145
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for a class of management and coumand ming languages, Jules Schwartz considers
systems, was designed for fast input/ the possibility of either a language com-
output via displays but not for stor- bining the mathematical capability of Al-
age economy /146/. Carnegie Tech's gol, the structured-data-definition of
Formula Algol, an extension to Algol, JOVIAL, the unstructured data and expres-
is an effort to combine the advantages sion capability of LISP, and the ability
of formula manipulations, list proces- to express input/output file operations
sing, and limited string processing in a general fashion, or a technique for
/147/. Computer Research Corp.'s MAGIC generating compilers that could apply to
PAPER system is being designed for sy- any unique program /152/.
mbolic operations on linear algebraic
equations. The user can create new The General Inquirer program of P.
operators and introduce special nota- J. Stone and others is an attempt to for-
tional conventions /148/. The Bell malize procedures for research involving
Labs.' L6 (Low-Level Linked List Lan- non-numeric data. It was demigned for
guage) contains features of IPL, LISP, analyses of psychological protocols, li-
COHIT, and SNOBOL butputs the user terature abstracts, biographic materials,
closer to machine code for faster run- and other types of verbal text. The pro-
ning programs, a wider variety of lin- gram is written in CCHIT, an MIT language
ked data structures, and more efficient for processing continuous text /152/. A
storage. Preliminary experiments in- vocabulary and coding scheme were recently
dicate possible running times an order added for analyzing national and interna-
of magnitude faster than with higher tional psychopolitical phenomena /153/.
languages /149/. Paging techniques de- Bertram Raphael devised a program that
vised for WB-is LISP enable list pro- demonstrates one approach to building an
cessing with large, slow drum memories; "intelligent" machine /154/. His SIR
the techniques appear applicable to (Semantic Information Retriever) exhibits
the design of efficient LISP systems a behavior somewtiat similar to such pre-
embedded in time-sharing systems /150/. decessors as SDC's SYNTHEX and Bobrow's
Ned Chapin notes that many users feel STUDENT. SIR realizes intelligcnt beha-
bound by the program "packages" sup- vior through the specification of rela-
plied by manufacturers /151/. Some tionships in interlinked property lists
users apparently don't know about av- of pairs of elements. Raphael noted se-
ailable alternatives or about possible veral obstacles to expanding SIR: restri-
gain from them. In comparing program- ctions on the input language that requires

lw s a" more research on the problem of transla-
*m.up Isn a g h au

fee talt am o..&ting from English into a formal language;
, ,m~ . , lack of computer memory for additional

programs and data; and increasing.search
times caused by the exponential growth

Is,,., we ,,.,,,. @a."" Notloo of the tree structures. Advocates of
S- =. "natural language" programs fail too

o.. frequently to discuss their cost in
I"~" - space and access time. Executive rou-
law tines, time-sharing monitors, and simi-
,,l$ a,..e lar programs are often written in mach-,,s am""= ft" - alvalloo...,o mm ine language that produces the best code

Sa" 1000001A ,,s. ., in terms of these parameters.

i -. , High costs and long lead times as-
eM ft="M ft &%HGWW .b Mm allsociated with constructing and modifying

flow w M we W=soft"--om computer programs are a spur for studies
4 *PN we ". , toward improving data processing capabi-

lity, first with respect to existing ma-
N ,,a al "m . .,..r.,me .- , Met$ =..,, chines, and second with respect to hard-

"6w ==o. 04a, a M as -a ".' ware potentials. The situation is par-
SIR, ref. 154 ticularly critical for command and man-
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agement systems of the military. A Ingly available for systems integration
seven-point program was recommended by and the establishment of on-line remote
an Air Force Systems Comand ad hoc access faci1Lies. The period 1958-1965
task force in 1964 that ranges from seems to have been needed for overcoming
evaluation of a generalized data man- inertia and acclimating to the computer
agement systems concept to the devel- as an assistant as well as a clerk.
opment of generalized file processing Statland cites such realizable areas for
routines for small- to medium-scale payoff as trei.d analysis, the testing of
tape and card machines /155/. One de- new theories of business operation through
sign philosophy is SDC's GENISYS, a simulation, and decision making accord-
user-oriented generalized information ing to guidelines, e.g., controlling in-
system for data management /156/. It ventory levels,* preparing production
contemplates relative machine indepen- schedules, and distributing labor char-
dence and both multipleraccess, inter- ges. However, experience with advanced
active, on-line operatidn and off-line systems teachc& that new systems appro-
multiprogrammed batch processing, aches often require major restructuring
Features aimed toward program flexibi- of data bases, methods of acquisition,
lity include a minimum but extendable and internal reorganization.
basic executive and multiple control
programs for change and expansion by Though the Bell Labs. operated re-
the addition of entire subsystems. A lay computers with remote consoles twenty
series of Information System Sciences years ago, time sharing and on-line in-
conferences is providing a forum for formation processing waited for readily
the review of such areas as the man/ available, flexible peripheral equipment.
machine interface, command system simu- MIT's Project MAC and MIT's Computation'
lation, the impact of automatpd systems Center are two of today's frontiers.
on organizations and missions, and com- Progress reports of both groups give de-
puter control through language design tailed descriptions of individual and
/157/. team projects /159 - 161/. Graphical

input/output devices are being used, for
example, in the design of ship hulls and

9c -Hardwre other structures and for locating high-
way routes based on terrain, traffic,

Hardware -- digital and analog and other considerations. A teaching
computers, mass memories, tape type- machine project that explains MIT's com-
writers, etc. -- have matured through patible time-sharing system (CTSS) em-
several generations since World War II. ploys a teletype or 1050 unit as the re-
The significance of future developments mote console and a looseleaf binder with
will reside, not in technological ad- index tabs as the display device. COGO,
vance per se, but in the jobs the hard- a language primarily for solving civil
ware could or should be able to do. engineering problems, is being explored
Although this paper has discussed con-
ceptual software and system designs
separately, they are not in fact dis-

tinct from the tools for implementing'

them. Research and exploratory de'el-
opment should be, and for information
systems must be, closely interactive
to maximize the achievements of both.

Norman Statland's review of twen-
ty years of computer-based information
processing finds the field catching up
to where it should have been in 1958
/158/. Transistorized computers, more
reliable, larger, and cheaper than
their predecessors, have been increas-
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in conjunction with a graphic display Jack Dennis and Ted Glaser note that

system called COGO T-Square. The pro- the multifunctional nature of on-line

gram emphasizes man-machine interac- computation both increases productivity

tion and program interrupt for modi- of "'computer-catalyzed research" and

fication, since many civil engineer- creates the demand for the resolution of

ing problems involve successive appro- issues that can often be dormant in con-

ximations for solution. Speech anal- ventional computer installations /162/.

ysis on the Electrical Engineering Multiprogramnming with a modular system

Dept.'s TX-0 includes the use of dis- structure is viewed as the key to an ef-
plays of speech spectral data as a ficient sharing of resources with the

function of time, display of speech flexibility for expansion. MAC's arti-
spectra specified through typewriter ficial intelligence group is conducting
adjustment of parameters, and visual basic and applied research on a compu-
comparisons of the calculated spec- ter-operated, visually oriented machine
trum with the actual speech spectrum that can physically manipulate objects
and difference curve. The ability to in complicated spatial situationt. A
manipulate large, complex data bases real-time, on-line TV camera interface
is aiding the modeling of such social built for a PDP-6 has tracked the motion
piocesses as the diffusion of infor- of simple visual objects.
mation in a national population (the
Concom Project) and the decision be- Statistics are being gathered on
havior of an individual in the con- the MAC system with respect to efficien-
text of distorted transmission and cy of use of the central computer and

*fremembering and forgetting phenomena user satisfaction. Printouts for the
(the Crisiscom Project). F. J. Cor- user-oriented data contain a rough plot-
bato takes a public utility view of ting device that assists'human interpre-
a computer center as a large multi- tation. A. L. Scherr measured some as-
user, multi-processor, multi-channel pects of system operation in terms of
system. For the user to be indepen- the reaction of the hardware to user de-
dent of the processors and be able to mands /163/. His analysis, based on
initiate jobs of arbitrary or inde- Markov models and CTSS data, suggests
terminate duration at will, interre- that only mean think time, mean proces-
lated problems remain that concern sor time including swapping, and the num-
clocks, memory p tection, program ber of users interacting with the system
relocation, para el tasks within a have first order effect. Scherr found
job, common simu taneous use of sub- that a two-processor, two-queue, real-
programs by many sers, growth and world system could improve the perfor-
shrinkage of program segments, and mance of CTSS to serve 45 users with the
memory allocatio; These considera- same mean response time as 30 through
tions affect hari are selections, the addition of hardware (including one

channel and a file control

for'the 1302 disk) for a
cost of less than 10% the
monthly rental of CTSS.

Cal Tech similarly found
that a 7288 Communication
Control Channel that accom-
modates up to 48 sub-chan-
nels for data transmission
to its 7040 core enabled
its 7094 to handle about
twice the computational
load as the 7094 would have
by itself /164/. Cal Tech
pays about 20% more in ren-
tal costs for a 50% increase
in productive capacity. The
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Cal Tech computers share two 1301 disk ous data. CHLOE, an automatic film
files with a memory capacity of 106 scanning system, digitizes data from
million characters. The Computer Cen- bubble-chamber photographs and oscillo-
ter processes about 300 individual jobs scope traces. The system is being eval-
daily in a single shift. Its programs uated for fingerprints, radiological
operate under IBSYS control, one hour photographs, optic nerve signals, galac-
daily being reserved for QUICKTRAN tic shapes, etc. /165/.
that permits up to 40 programs to run
concurrently from remote consoles. Though innovation and invention in

hardware design may continue to occur
Argonne National Lab.'s CDC 3600 in isolated environments, the major pro-

based system represents user-manufac- portion of useful devices are likely to
turer cooperation for adaptation to lo- be the products of interaction between
cal needs. ANL is modifying CDC's the manufacturer and the consumer. Of
SCOPE system to use the 828 disk for current releance, for example, Is the
scheduling and handling input/output role of the small, special-purpose com-
functions. ANL developed programs that puter. Litton Industries has found a
link a cathode-ray-tube display and profitable market for special-purpose
camera recorder to the system for re- machines for automatic fare collection;
cording graphic and tabular data. A-V's they simultaneously provide data for re-
Standard Peripheral Processor, a 160A venue control and traffic flow studies
package, includes an ANL modification /166/. Rudy Stiefel indicates a trend
for introducing a microwave link for toward small computers based on economic
high-speed data transmission. The Pro- mass production of multiple arithmetic
cessor allows tape-to-tape transmis- units and the ability of personnel to
sion in either direction and tape-to- use the machines with little instruc-
printer transmission from the user to tion /167/. Use in the U.S.S.R. of the
the computer system. A data link from SEVM for automatic field geodetic compu-
an ASI-2100 computer allows real-time tations lends international character to
interrupt to users of the 4.5 MEV and the trend /168/. The study of new mate-
12 MEV Tandem Van de Graff accelera- rials and data processing techniques
tors. ANL's PAULETTE is a computer- portends change in several basic compon-
controlled device that counts tracks ents of computers. Battelle recently
made by sub-atomic particles in a fine reviewed the applicability of magnetic
grain photoemulsion. A hybrid comput- reluctance techniques, optical rulings,
ing system recently installed joins two Hall generators, ring lasers, and nucle-
PACE analog computers to a PDP-7. The ar radiation sources for Aemidigital
hybrid enables analysis of dynamic sys- transduction /169/. The Lincoln Lab.
tems that yield discrete and continu- developed an optical comunications sys-

MASK AND
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Relationships Between Elements of an Associative Search System, ref. 172
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DR W ing the effect of eliminating the awe
barrier between man and one of his new-
est machines. The familiar typewriter
and common tools of telephony and tele-
graphy are being adapted for communica-
tion with and data transmission to the

computer /175/. The quotation service
of the New York Stock Exchange is linked
to its Market Data System, and brokers
are becoming accustomed to receiving

voice responses over regular telephone
sets /176/. The Bankers Trust Co. noted
both favorable response and rapid adjust-

ment of bank personnel and the public to

tem based on an array of multiple semi- its audio response installation /177/.
conductor lasers that propagates pul- Although the military services and aero-

ses through a 1.8-mile path in most space industries are today's major mar-
weather conditions L70/. Time shar- ket for display equipment, mass produc-

ing has effected changes in the char- tion and reduced costs of'the devices
acter of such component structures of and acclimation to computerized data pro-

Sa computer as the buffer than now has cessing is expected to enlarge the sphere
the program flexibility of a small of users. Daniel Teichroew notes several
computer /171/. Time sharing has also factors that might delay applications
spawned such new hardware as Cal Tech's /178/. Limitations on the quantities
Biological Computer for screening data of information that can be presented and

and connecting a variety of instru- short display time require the user to
ments to the computer. The exploita- know in advance what he will be looking
tion of distributed associative logic for. Data bases organized by function
may be only In an initial stage. Ful- must often be restructured into Integra-

ler, Bird and Worthy recently describ- ted files for rapid retrieval and stor-
ed two machines: an associative para- age. Managers accustomed to reports

llel processor programmed to abstract must be educated to new procedures. The

properties from visual and other pat- cost of displays is not usually offset
terns and classify the patterns from by eliminating other equipment, and the
the properties; and associative file generation of displays requires substan-

processors for rapid parallel search tial computer time. Widespread accept-
of large, complex data bases /172/. ance of displays in business may depend

on advantages demonstrated through re-

Limits posed by storage capacity search. Ivan Sutherland notes several

have set upper bounds on computer use of these, and other unsolved problems----- _
for some problems. Magnetic record- /179/. Those that derive from the gra-
ing media are most widely used now. phics themselves include flicker, ease

Research and development are needed of use, coupling to programs to do sub-
to reconcile performance, capacity, stantive computations, the language of
and cost factors for these and other discourse, and the desirability of half-

materials /173/. New photographic tone capability. Other restrictions de-

films offer a medium for image-digi- rive from the need of programs to solve
tal system combinations /174/. Den- hidden-line problems, to recognize con-
se, cheap storage alone, however, is text, and to make abstractions. Suther-
not the objective for dynamic infor- land envisions displays that make pro-
mation systems. The large data file grams less inscrutable, for example by
has value only when coupled with pro- disclosing their unique features.
cedures that rapidly retrieve parti-
cular bits. Nevertheless, design engineering

and education experiments with display
Peripheral devices for man-com- devices are suggesting ways that machines

puter oriented users appear to be hav- can help man become more productive, and
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possibly more creative /180/. One ar- veyed the state of the art from & user's
chitect paints a "Portrait of the Com- viewpoint with respect to consoles and
puter as a Young Craftsman." Noting printer-plotters, facsimile transmis-
that the Golden Mean and the Modulor sion, analog storage and retrieval, di-
are reducible to a Fibonacci series gital encoding (optical scanning and
and programmable, Allen Bernholtz fore- reading), and possibilities for man/
sees a man-computer-displays complex machine interaction /187/. New devel-
for testing designs structurally, ac- opments at Project MAC include a low-
oustically, mechanically, and aesthe- cost remote display terminal with al-
tically /181/. Extensive experimenta- phanumeric and line-drawing capabilities
tion is underway on computer-assisted /188/ and an analog technique employing
instruction via remote consoles for a four-point tracking pattern to reduce
academic and industrial purposes /182/. pen tracking time /189/.
Several projects were noted in Section
5 above. Bolt, Beranek, and Newman
found computer-based classroom aids 10- RECAPITULATION
potentially useful for teaching mathe-
matics in elementary and secondary
schools /183/. Unanswered questions This paper undertook an inquiry
concern the characteristics of progr- into the systems man has been building
ams that have maximum instruction po- in the last decade or so to satisfy his
tential, the degree of training the information needs for a variety of pur-
instructor requires, the amount of on- poses.
terminal time the student needs, the
language that should be used, etc. This activity of system building

is one that the federal government has
The design of display devices may considerable interest in. The unique

be in its infancy. The Rand tablet, capability of computers to store and
a low cost, stylus tablet device, is manipulate vast quantities of informa-
a new graphic man-computer link. Con- tion (when it is in machine recogniz-
nected to an input channel of a gener- able form) has induced the government
a l-purpose computer and a cathode-ray- to invest in over 2000 computer instal-
tube display, it provides a l0xlO in. lations /190/. Moreover, the govern-
writing surface with a resolution of ment is said to spend between $200 and
100 lines/in, vertically and horizon-
tally /184/. As the person writes,
the image appears on the CRT. Track
histories can be regenerated onto the
display from the computer. Kynmore s
Engineering announced the Co-ordinato-
graph, a computerized drawing board
with a 45x43 in. surface for developing
three-dimensional shapes and for nest-
ing the resultant two-dimensional shapes
/185/. L. G. Roberts of Lincoln Lab.
pre-dicts the availability of vector
scopes, conic scopes, and storage scopes,
as well as the present point scopes, in
a few years, some in the $5,000 to
$10,000 range /186/. Storage scopes,
that transmit data at a slower rate,
should be useful for text editing and
review. Roberts also expects modifi-
cations of the ultrasonic 3-D wand for l ,g
three-dimensional figures that will
prevent signal blocking by other objects
in the field. Andries van Dam has sur-
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$300 million annually in handling re- This paper was conceived to con-
ports, articles, books, translations, sider proposals for a national network
patents, catalogs, speeches, and films of information systems for science and
for a "general audience" and an addi- technology. This could not be done by
tional $500 million to $1 billion an- the author except by looking first at
nually for the mission-oriented DOD information systems in general. That
audience /191/. look suggests that it might well be

taken by others, because many problems
Section 8 reviews some of the ef- are common-at the general level, and

forts the Executive Branch of the gov- benefit can be derived from integration
ernment has made'in the past decade to of effort at this level. At the spe-
discover how to improve the efficiency cific level, the look discloses that
and effectiveness of a comparatively networks are not only feasible but ne-
small number of information systems, cessary. However, the technology has
those concerning science and technolo- changed the physical construct. There
gy. The concern of the DOD is reflec- is no longer need for physical centra-
ted principally in the discussion of lization. The network can now be a
Section 6. The review of Congression- design implemented through switching
al investigations would be a lengthy that can couple and decouple data banks
one. by suitable programs. It is no longer

necessary, therefore, to ask whether
The work reported in this paper networks can be built. It is time,

shows conclusively that all groups in- instead, to ask about the sorts of net-
volved in handling information are ac- works that are needed, and to set about
tively engaged in modifying existing providing the innovative software and
systems or building new ones to improve the flexible, inexpensive hardware to
the handling process. Some groups are bring them into being.
advancing faster than others. Some
groups seem to understand the problems
they face better than others. Some
groups have integrated themselves with
the mainstream of the technological
developments they must exploit, and
other groups have not.

The level of technology reported
in this paper shows that hardware is
available that could be profitably
used to satisfy many of the informs-

. tion processing requirements of the
various groups. Some hardware does
not exist or cannot be economically
justified now. The software, however,
'lags the hardware that does exist.
Moreover, poor software increases cost
through an inefficient use of hardware.

Digital Plotting Newsletter, Sept/Oct. 1965
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would encourage, since growth of the Bureau of Standards. Unannotated, but
literatur makes assessment of its this is a companion volume to ref. 114
parts Imperative, if, perhaps, embar- above.
ramming to some.

.. .. 7. A. '. Hickey and J. M. Newton.. "Com-
The references are ordered alpha- puter-Assisted Instruction, a Survey of

betically by last name of first author, the Literature." Dec. 1965. Entelek,
Inc. AD-628,953.

1. Lawrence Berul. "Information Stor- 8. H. Holzbauer. "Mechanized Biblio-
age and Retrieval, A State-of-the-Art graphy of Documentation and Information
Report." Sept. 1964. Auerbach Corp. Sciences, and Selected Examples There-
AD-630,089. The report contains a of." Mar. 1966, preliminary listing.
bibliography to the text, and a supple- U.S. Department of Interior. Unannota-
mental bibliography on automatic in- ted computer printout, references order-
dexing and automatic abstracting. ed by subject, with a separate section

for books and monographs.
2. Charles P. Bourne. "Bibliography
on the Mechanization of Information 9. Russell A. Kirsch. "The Application
Retrieval." Unannotated. In five of Automata Theory to Problems in Infor-
parts: Feb. 1958; Supplement I, Feb. mation Retrieval (With Selected Biblio-
1959; Supplement II, Feb. 1960; Sup- graphy)." See ref. 140, above. This
plement III, Feb. 1961; Supplement is a classic.
IV, Feb. 1962. Stanford Research In-
stitute. 10. Charles H. Kriebel. "A Resume of

Mathematical Research on Information
3. Launor F. Carter, et al. "Recommen- Systems." Feb. 1965, rev. Apr. 1965.
dations for National Document Handling Carnegie Institute of Technology, Nonr-
Systems in Science and Technology." 760(24). Management Sciences Research
Appendix At, A Background Study, 2 vols. Rept. No. 33. AD-616,113. A very dis-
Nov. 1965. System Development Corp. appointing report, in comparison with
(report to COSATI, ref. 99 above). - Kirsch's.- .
Sections 8 and 11 in the second vol-
ume contain selected bibliographies 11. A. A. Kunze. "Military Communica-
on user studies and hardware and soft- tions Switching System Design." Jan.
ware, respectively. 1966. Rome Air Development Center.

A state-of-the-art review.

4. Clearinghouse for Federal Scienti-
fic and Technical Information. "Clas- 12. Lawrence Radiation Lab., Universi-
sification - Indexing, A Report Bib- ty of California. "Monte Carlo Methods:
liography." Sept. 1965. A computer A Bibliography Covering the Period 1949
printout with AD numbers, descriptors, to 1963." Apr. 1964. UCRL-7823D.
and abstracts for the references.

13. A. E. Murray and H. R. Leland.
5. Richard F. Filipowsky and Louise "Information Processing Relevant to Mi-
C. Bickford. "Space Communications: litary Command: Survey, Recommendations,
Theory and Applications. A Biblio- and Bibliography." Feb. 1963. Cornell
graphy." 4 vols. July 1965. Nation- Aeronautical Lab., Inc., AF 19(628)-1625.
al Aeronautics and Space Administra- ESD-TDR-63-349, 2 vols. Volume 2 is a
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card bibliography of references with ab- 21. Andrew M. Sherrington. "An Annota-
stracts. The study examines the contri- ted Bibliography of Studies on the Flow
butions of heuristic programming, adap- of Medical Information to Practition-
tive networks, artificial intelligence, era." Methods of Information in Medi-
pattern recognition, and information sto- cine. vol. 4, no. 1, Mar. 1965, 45-57.
rage aLd retrieval to command and con-
trol. 22. Monroe B. Snyder, et al. "Methodo-

logy for Test and Evaluation of Docu-
14. Frances Neeland. "A Bibliography on ment Retrieval Systems: A Critical Re-
Information Science and Technology." view and Reco mendations." See ref.
4 parts, rept. nos. T1-2625/001, /002, 116, above. Appendix B lists the re-
/003, /004 dated Aug. 65, Oct. 65, Nov. ferences reviewed for the study.
65, Jan. 66, respectively. System Dev-
elopment Corp. Unannotated, ordered 23. Mary E. Stevens. "Automatic Index-
alphabetically by author, cross-refer- ing: A State-of-the-Art Report." See
enced to corporate authors and a list of ref. 141, above.
conferences. The bibliography is in-
tended for use by authors of chapters 24. Irvin R. Whiteman. "The Role of
in the first volume of "Annual Review Computers in Handling Aerospace Systems
of Information Science and Technology" Human Factor's Task Data." See ref. 30,
scheduled for publication in 1966. above. The report contains a separate,

unannotated bibliography on automatic
15. Office of Technical Services, U. S. data processing.
Dept. of Commerce. OTS Selective Bib-
liography: "Computers." SB-472 (Supple- 25. W. W. Youden. "Computer Literature
ment to CTR-371), and SB-472, Supple- Bibliography, 1946-1963." 1965. Na-
ment 1. tional Bureau of Standards. The biblio-

graphy contains references to over 6,000
16. Office of Technical Services, U. S. papers in 9 journals and over 100 pro-
Dept. of Comerce. OTS Selective Bib- ceedings volumes. It includes an author
liography: "Computer Related Research." index and a keyword-in-ccntext subjectSB-473, Suppl. 1. index (based on titles).

17. Office of Technical Services, U. S. 26. Hans M. Zell and Robert J. Machesney.
Dept. of Commerce. OTS Selective Bib- An International Bibliography of Non-
liography: "Data Processing and Program- Periodical Literature on Documentation
ming." SB-474, and SB-474, Suppl. 1. and Information. Oxford, England: Rob-

ert Maxwell & Co., Ltd., 1965. Unanno-
18. Office of Technical Services, U. S. tated, with a permuted title index.
Dept. of Commerce. OTS Selective Bib-
liopraphy: "Information Storage and Re-
trieval." SB-475, and SB-475, Suppl. 2.

19. Office of Technical Services, U. S.
Dept. of Coumierce. OTS Selective Bib-
liography: "Magnetic Recording Systems."
SB-471, revised.

The OTS bibliographies are unannotated.

20. 3. E. Saet. "An Annotated Descrip-
tor Based Bibliography on the Use of Com-
puters for Non-Numerical Mathematics."
Mar. 1966. International Business Ma-
chines Corp. TR 00.1427. A computer
printout, companion to ref. 142 above.
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13 AVVEM4PUM

Dr. D. L. Hyk &OU

qfof &k S 1nfinx&&*x
Wash,s z.#. D.C.

Dm Di. H"DaomoM:
I have read, by my newly devised Ulmr Rapid program Scanning (URPS) method,

the BSID renewal request submitted to FSD by AABS. I am imlred with the hand.
some development of FIIS, CBE, ISCISP, BAIT, ASIRC, HTC. and CWS and es-
pecially the strong relationships that have been formed with MILC, NAL, ICA, FID,
UNESCO, INSDOC, BA. ICSU, NML, LC, AID, HIN, PANSDOC, and IUBS.
I feel sure that these efforts will be of great service as well to DOD, NRC. UCLA. MSC,
GM, HLD, and HBS. I think you should give them a third year.

As I wrote you last year, I am a querulous old man, but one virtue of old age is the.
ability oo make time-Sights into the future. On a recent expedition I ran acoss a letter
written by one of my grandchildren. I am happy to inclose an ctcerpt for you. While
this e=erpt is fie, I hasten to point out that it was written in KW's, and uaslation to the
a&ude mended wr Ig form of your Division takes time. Therefme I will need a pan
shmuld PSD need the beme& of moe of my fture gandild's ultim-t widom.

H. BDu SrUMAcn

HBS/MGH

Ew pfifm ktr to Dr. "D. . Hydroho, I. Sprewm Direcor, Cosmic rFu,aa fsr
Inerdtoe Of luiffgl, JMyuary 1, 1999:

in.. reply to your request for advic as to what to do with the small group of
human scientists discovered sequestered in the wilds of antarctica. it is, of course. to be
regretted that they should have been found since it is quite clear that the present system
of extension of knowledge by the rearrangement of stored information is vastly superior
to the old laborious method of recording man's puny observations under the mistaken
asumption that they were meaningful.

"It might be well to recapitulate the development of our glorious new system-the
historical method has its virtues and is wf-ixable by machine records.

"In the middle of the century chaos reigned. Individual Scientists (S) did experi-
ments (E) ad wrote papers (P). These were then abstracted (A) and reviewed (R), all
items returning to S. This system broke down because S could rarely get t&ough SEP.
let alone make PAR. Thus attention turned to selecting tides (T), but titles were obvi-
owuy much too long, so the key word (KW) was invented. In order to handle all thee
and convert all products of S to KW, t-e magnificent centers with machines were set up.

i) Centers Receiving Ultimate Details (CRUD).
a) Centers Organizing Regional Primary Scientific Exercises (CORPSE).
3) Cumulative Repositories of Abstracts and Periodicals
4) International Transmission Centers, Holding, Exploring, Sending (1TCHES).
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'Snc imilar coape xes needed for each phase of scieoe, k was obviouly
Maewy to et"is Prograns for Interdiaciplinary COomuIcation on National, I&-
tenationAl and Coamc bum (PICNIC".). Since aII this naturally becam mean-ited
a Aie qoadmo iceM d at the prcndo Cosmic J Mo C,= r would resul i

the find rectipt by S of a Coherent, co111W series of reports of all relevan informabou.
togetha with appropriate KW suggestions. It was early suspected that permuations of
KW wee then fed back into the CRUD's by S without E or P. but the two-month
typhoon of 19fo illustrated clearly that the role of S had become that of only one link
in the nformation cycle obviating all such excess steps u I oud P. As you will recall, ten
thousand leading scientists were isolated on the island of Oahu for this period. During
that time the PICNIC showed Do drop whatsoever in new KWs recorded for each
mun anM our technology expanded at an acceleated irate. 116 led to the finding that
the S'i had' devWimaclines (M) of their own to feed appropri.te combinis of
KW's automatically to all CRUD's immediately upon rereip, of control information.
Cvefil questioning of PICNIC by specially designed computors then uncovered the
ma atEd P fed i by S wihout a appropriate KW load mae y con-

finsed ines and comnplicate otherwis commercially usefll correlations. Frwtherwme
the machi showed clearly that the emsting load of KW's was nearly optimaL

. vew fbe*A fidJinmg &M s M's cost s, than 5's, all S's wpg rstsed wo
the newly &od Department of Cogitation for ultimate integration into the cooil

peditim to Mam. It s i6eed regirettale that this aavivic antaric remnan of a
mse social appendix should be found. I recommend that...."

Perspectives in Biology and Medicine

Winter 1965, 268-270.
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